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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Social scientists have long been concerned with the relation
ships between mental disorder and various sociocultural factors,
such as, social economic status, ethnic background, sex, age, and
marital status. Until quite recently, the majority of studies that
have investigated these relationships have defined cases of mental
disorder solely in terms of whether or not an individual was in
psychiatric treatment (see Faris and Dunham, 1939J Rose and Stub,
1955; Hollingshead and Redlich, 1958).
The utilization of psychiatric treatment as the only criterion
of mental disorder, however, has been criticized by a number of
researchers. Felix and Bowers (1948), Plunkett and Gordon (1960),
and Mechanic (1970) have suggested that the availability of psy
chiatric treatment and public attitudes toward their use are related
to psychiatric treatment rates. Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1965:52)
have suggested that either of these factors could result in spur
ious interpretations being given to the observed relationships
between various social factors (e.g., social economic status) and
rates of mental disorder as based on the number of individuals in
psychiatric treatment.
Clausen and Yarrow (1955), Cumming and Cumrmning (1957), Schwartz
(1957) and Sc heff (1966) have suggested that most behavior indicative
of mental disorder is either unrecognized, denied or rationalized
1
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within community populations. Their findings suggest that the
rates of mental disorder based on the number of individuals in
psychiatric treatment in a community are likely to underestimate
the actual rate of both treated and untreated cases of mental
disorder in the community.
A growing recognition of the limitations imposed by the
operational definition of mental disorder as being in psychiatric
treatment coupled with the increasing concern for community mental
health (see Srole et al., 1962:6-7) has prompted attempts by
social scientists to study both treated and untreated mental dis
order in community populations. Due to time-costs factors and the
fact that data only needs to be collected at one time, the largest
number of these studies have been concerned with the total pre
1
valence of mental disorder in community populaJions. Dohrenwend
and Dohrenwend (1969) have summarized the rates of mental disorder
for over forty studies that have attempted to count both treated
and untreated cases of mental disorder in community populations.
Studies that compared both treated and untreated mental disorder
in the same populations have consistently found that the rates of
untreated mental disorder far exceed the rates of mental disorder
based on treatment records (see Srole et al., 1962; Manis et al.,
1

Prevalence is defined as the number of cases in a population
at a given time. Incidence is defined as the number of new cases
that occur in a population during a given time period. For critiques
of the use of prevalence data in epidemiology studies of mental
disorder, see Kramer (1957), Kleiner and Parker (1963), Lapouse
(1967), Mishler and Scotch (1967).
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1964).
Over the years, epidemiological studies of the prevalence of
untreated mental disorder have increasingly relied on question
naires, structured interviews and symptom inventories to stand
ardize their data collection techniques. In several instances,
social scientists have attempted to develop mental health inven
tories and rating scales from their standardized instruments that
are capable of reproducing psychiatrists• evaluations of respond
ents as unimpaired versus impaired or well versus ill (see
MacMillan, 1959; Langner, 1 962; Spitzer et al,, 1970). The poten
tial contribution of reliable and valid operational measures of
mental disorder, other than direct professional psychiatric
evaluation, would be an enormous advancement in the study of the
epidemiology and etiology of mental disorder. The utilization of
1

one such instrument , Langner•s (1962) twenty�two item psychiatric
1

see Bailey et al. (1965)J Blumenthal (1967a), (1 967b), (1967c); Boyton (1964); Clancy (1971); Clancy and Phillips (1972);
Crandell and Dohrenwend (1 967); Crandell et al. (1 970); Dohrenwend
(1966a), (1966b), (1967), (1 970), (1971); Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend
(1 965), (1966), (1969); Dohrenwend et al. (1970), (1971 ); Engelsrnann
et al. (1971 ); Fabrega and Haka (1 967); Fabrega and McBee (1970);
Fabrega and Wallace (1967); Fabrega et al, (1967); Fink et al. (1 967)
(1969), (1970); Gaitz and Scott (1972); Gallessich (1970a), (1970b);
Gell and Elinson (1 969); Haberman (1 963), (1964),.{]965a), (1965b),
(1 971); Haese and Meile (1967); Hough (1969); Langner (1962), (1965�;
Lynch and Gardner (1970); Manis and Manis (1961); Manis et al. (1963), (1964); Martin et al, (1 968); Meile (1972); Meile and Haese (1969); Muller (1971); Phillips (1966a), (1 966b),((1967), (1968); Phil
lips and Clancy (1970); Phillips and Segal (1969); Prince (1969);
Prince and Roberts (1967); Prince et al, (1 967)1 Reinhart and Gray
(1972); Roberts et al. (1 966); Segal (1966); Segal and Phillips (1967); Segal et al. (1967); Seiler (1 970}; Seiler and Summers (1 972};
Shader (1969}; Shader et al, (1971); Summers et al, (1 971); Yancey
et al. (1 972).
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symptom invenory (22 Item Mental Health Inventory), has been
widely reported in the literature.
The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is a structured question
naire instrument that estimates psychiatric impairment on the basis
of an individual's responses to questions concerning the occurance
of experiences judged to be indicative of mental disorder. Examples
of some of these questions are: "Are you ever bothered by nervous�
ness?; I have personal worries that get me down physically.; Are you
ever troubled with headaches or pains in the head?" (Langner, 1962:
271-273).
While Manis et al. (1963), Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1965),
Phillips and Clancy (1970), Engelsmann et al. (1971), Dohrenwend
(1971) and Clancy and Phillips (1972) have dealt with the general
problem of the validity of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory,
questions concerning the isomorphism between underlying conceptual
ization of mental health and mental illness as one continuum and
its measurement by the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory have not
been fully examined in the literature. Engelsmann et'al� (1971)
and Dohrenwend (1971) have reported factor analyses of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory but thej-�have··not explicated their findings
within a conceptual network of measurement theory. Crucial informa
tion for an adequate methodological interpretation of their factor
analytic results is also missing in that discussions of the
cormnunality estimates utilized, types of analytical rotation per
formed and criterion for the number of factors extracted have
been omitted from their articles.

s

The objective of this study is to assess the correspondence
between the conceptualization of mental health and mental illness
as a single continuum and its operational definition in the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory. The assumption being examined is that the
items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory measure one thing in
connnon more than they measure anything else. The basis for hypo
thesis is indicated in Chapter III where the conceptualization
of mental health and mental illness as a single continuum in the
Midtown Manhattan study (Srole et al,, 1962) is followed through
to its operational definition in the 22 Item Mental Health Inven
tory,
Chapter II of this study gives an overview and background
on the Midtown Manhattan study of untreated mental disorder since
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory was derived during the course
of that phase of their study. The items in 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory were orginally included in a larger questionnaire instru
ment that was utilized to investigate untreated mental disorder
in the Midtown Manhattan population, How these items were concep
tualized and utilized in the Midtown study has directly contributed
to the underlying rationale and use of the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory in empirical research, Chapter !!,includes a general
background on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory, the statistical
criteria utilized in its development, its specific content, its
scoring procedures and its commonly used cutting points, An exam
ple of how the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory has been typically
administered and interpreted in epidemiological field studies of un-
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treated mental disorder is also presented.
Chapter III introduces the general topic of the homogeneity of
scales and inventories from a domain sampling perspective. How the
assumption of the homogeneity of the items in the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory underlies its scoring procedures is indicated.
The Midtown researchers• rationale for conceptualizing mental
health and mental illness as a single continuum is examined and
discussed. How this conceptualization was incorporated into the
development of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is indicated
as well, as some of its major implication for empirical research in
the epidemiology of mental disorder. Chapter III also presents
previous research by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) which suggests
that the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory may have a specific and
identifiable multidimensional structure rather than a unidimen
sional structure. Problematic areas is the derivation of subscales
from the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory are indicated.
Chapter Iv introduces the topic of factor analysis as a
means to empirically assess hypotheses about the internal structure
of scales and inventories. Factor analytic procedures are used
throughout this study to empirically assess,the hypotheses that
the'22 Item Mental Health Inventory measures a single continuum, or
as an alternative, it possesses a specific multidimensional struc
ture. Two factor analysis models are presented; component factor
analysis and connnon factor analysis via image analysis. The major
distinctions between the models and the implications of their use
in empirical research are indicated. The principal axes technique

7

of factor analysis is discussed as well as the distinctions be
tween orthogonally and obliquely rotating an extracted factor
solution to a simple structure. The assumptions and implications
surrounding the use of various correlation coefficients for
dichotomous data in factor analysis are examined. The specific
rationale for the use of factor analysis in testing hypotheses
of unidimensionality and multidimensional structure is given.
Two different models for assessing the unidimensionality of the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory are presented. Chapter IV ends
with a discussion of the underlying rationale behind item analy
sis and the substantive significance of measures of internal
consistency reliability from a .factor analytic perspective.
Chapter V gives the specific methodology of this study.
This chapter includes a general background on the location of
the study, the sampling procedures utilized to collect the data,
the spe'cific content of the items analyzed, and the scoring pro
cedures applied to these items. Minor discrepancies in the 22
-ltem Mental Health Inventory items utilized in this study are dis
cussed. A strategy-for dealing with an uneven sex ratio in the
sample is indicated.
Chapter V presents the results and conclusions of this study.
Chapter VII the limitations of this study. The discussion
focuses on the limitations inherent in the data and possible limita
tions in the methods utilized to test the hypotheses. Secondary
research results and previous literature are discussed as they
relate to possible limitations in the methods of analysis.

8

Chapter VIII discusses the implications of the findings of
this study within the context of previous empirical investigations
of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory. The findings are also
discussed within the context of current conceptualizations
and

operational definitions of mental health and mental illness.

Future research needs are indicated on the basis of the findings.

CHAPTER II
OVERVIEW OF THE MIDTOWN MANHATTAN STUDY AND
THE 22 ITEM MENTAL HEALTH INVENTORY
The Midtown Manhattan Study of Mental Disorder
The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory was orginally developed
during the course of the Midtown Manhattan study of untreated mental
disorder. The objectives of the study were (Rennie et al., 1957:
831) I
(1) To establish the prevalence in the study Population of
various forms of mental health and illness across the
entire mental health spectrum;
(2) To determine the differential distribution of these
variants of mental health among the many cross-cutting
demographic subgroups in the study Population;
(3) To trace factors etiologically significant for mental
distrubance to their sources in specific socio-cultural
conditions.
The epidemiological aspects of the Midtown study were focused
on the prevalence of both treated and untreated mental disorder in
the Midtown Manhattan Population. In their investigation of the
prevalence of treated mental disorder, the Midtown researchers uti
lized a "Treatment Census" (Srole et al., 1962:29-37, 127-132) to
enumerate all Midtown residents who were "known to psychotherapists
as patients" (Srole et al., 1962:127) in those psychiatric treat
ment facilities that were available to Midtown residents.
In their investigation of the prevalence of untreated mental
disorder, the Midtown researchers utilized a "Home Interview Sur
ve.,.• (Srole et al., 1962:31) to gather a large body of data from a
9
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random sample of 1,160 Midtown residents in the age range of 20 to
59. The purpose of the Home Interview Survey was "to secure a large
range of information on intrapsychic symptoms and interpersonal
functioning, to provide the staff psychiatrists with data to make
independent mental health evaluations of each sample respondent"
(Rennie and Srole, 1956:451).
The Home Interview Survey consisted of a sixty-five page inter
view schedule "incorporating some 400 items of information on on
physical health history, personality symptoms and functioning, child
hood history, parental socio-economic and cultural background, work
history, interpersonal associations, and other areas of current life
adjustment" (Rennie et al., 1957:832). Swmnarized versions of the
Home Interview Survey data, an "Interview Summary Form for Study
Psychiatrists" (Srole et al., 19621,388-394), were used independently
by two staff psychiatrists to make four psychiatric evaluations of
eacj respondent.
The first two ratings, Mental Health Ratings I and II, describ
ed an over-all rating of mental health on a graded continuum from
health to illness" (Langner and Michael, 1963:50). Mental Health
Rating I was based on the psychiatrists• knowledge and evaluation of
just the information in Part I of the Interview Summary Form for
Study Psychiatrists. The data in Part I consisted of psychiatric
symptoms and other information that could be safely conveyed to the
rating psychiatrists without reflecting the respondents• sociocultur
al characteristics, especially their socioeconomic status (Langner
and Michael, 1963:51). Mental Health Rating II was constructed
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on the psychiatrists" knowledge of the information contained in
the entire Interview Summary Form. Since a comparison of Mental
Health Ratings I and II indicated that no socioeconomic evaluation
bias had occured in Mental Health Rating II, this rating was used as
the "definitive classification of mental health and mental disorder
in the Home Survey sample''(Srole et al., 1962152),
In assigning Mental Health Rating II, the independent evalu
ations of the two rating psychiatrists were combined and the respond
ents were placed into one of "six graded categories of severity of
symptom formation" (Srole et al., 1962 :135). These categories were
designated as "Well," "Mild," "Moderate," "Marked'," "Severe," and
••Incapacitated" (Srole et al., 1962 :135). The gradient categories of
"Marked," "Severe," and "Incapacitated" represented the morbidity
range of the psychiatrists• mental health ratings and as an aggre
gate these classifications were referred to as the "Impaired" catego:,,.
ry of mental health (Srole et al., 1962�135-136). In a general sense,
the Impaired category designated a psychiatric evaluation as sick.
Michael, one of the Midtown staff psychiatrists, gives the
substantive meanings that were attached to these categories of mental
health (Srole 1 et al., 19621333).
The individuals in the Impaired category of mental health •••
are represented as being analogous to patients in psychiatric
therapy.·: •••. When it is urged that the mental health ratings
"Marked" and "Severe" are comparable to the clinical conditions
of patients in ambulatory treatment, and the rating "Incapaci
tated" to the clinically hospitlaized, the distinction is pre
sented ••• as an attempt to anchor our conceptualizations in
relation to known degrees of psychopathology.
The third psychiatric evaluation used by the Midtown psychi
atrists was designated as a "Gross Diagnostic Type" and involved the
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psychiatrists• clinical judgment of the total configuration of the
prevailing personality structure of the respondent on the basis of
all the information contained in the Summary Interview Form (Lang
ner and Nichael, 1963:53). The respondents were placed into gross
quasi diagnostic categories, such as, "Probable Psychotic,"
"Probable Neurotic Type," and \'Probable Psychosomatic Type" (Lang
ner and Michael, 1963:54-56).
The fourth psychiatric evaluation was designated as "Symptom
Groups" (Langner and Michael, 1963,57-64). In this evaluation, the
psychiatric symptoms of the Midtown respondents were classified into
a limited number of constellations of psychiatric symptoms, such as,
"Mixed Anxiety,'' "Depression," "Obsessive - Compulsive," and
"Schizphrenic"

1

(Langner and Michael, 1963:58-64).

Since the Midtown psychiatrists did not personally interview
the randomly selected Midtown respondents, the final mental health
ratings �or ·the respondents "� � evaluated �� rating of �
tal health based� the psychiatrists• perceptions operating
through� questionnaire instrument" (Sr ole et al., 1962:66).
Background on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
Development of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
The Home Interview Survey questionnaire used by the Midtown
researchers in their investigation of the prevalence of untreated
1

For examples of the utilization of the Diagnostic Groups and
Symptom Groups in substantive research,:-·see Langner and Michael ( 1 963), Langner ( 1960-61), Michael ( 1 960), Michael and Langner ( 1963),
( 1 967).
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mental disorder included 120 questions which were specifically
designed to indicate the presence of psychiatric symptomatology.
The 120 symptom questions were orginally selected from several
sources and were defined by the Midtown researchers to be a sam
ple of most salient and generalizable indicators of a universe of
possible signs and symptoms indicating mental pathology (Srole et
al., 1963:41).
"A core series of the symptom items, consisti::ng primarily of
the psychophysiological manifestations and those tapping the anx-•
iety, depression and inadequacy dimensions" (Srole et al., 1963:
42) were selected from the

u.s.

Army Neuropsychiatric Screening

Adjunct (Star, 1950) and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality
Inventory (Dahlstrom and Welsh, 1960). These two sources for symp
tom items were utlized since they had previously "demonstrated high
reliability and validity in discriminating between psychiatric pa
tients and contrpls" (Srole et al., 1962:42).
The Midtown psychiatrists also contributed forty additional
items "bearing particularly on psychosomatic symptoms, phobic re
actions and mood" (Srole et al., 1963:60). These items were selected
on the basis that they possessed face validity and were typical of tii
the kinds of presenting complaints that psychiatrists hear in prac
tice (Langner, 1962:270).
The final decision for including each of 120 symptom items in
the Home Interview Survey questionnaire was made by the senior psy
chiatrist and study director on the basis of "clinical experience"
(Srole et al., 1962:60).

14
Statistical criteria reported -in the development --of the -22 --Item
Mental Health Inventory
The 22 symptom items in the Mental Health Inventory were those
items in the Home Interview Survey that statistically discriminated
at the .01 level between a "known ill" group of 139 diagnosed neu
rotic and remitted psychotic patients and a "known well" group of
72 Midtown Manhattan adults who were judged to be well on the basis
a half-hour personal interview with one of the staff psychiatrists
(Langner, 1962:270-271; Srole et al., 1962:42-43).
Each of the 22 symptom items had a tetrachoric correlation
greater than .40 with the

11

overall judgment of impairment made by

the two psychiatrists on each of the 1,160 respondents in the Home
Interview Survey" (Langner, 1962:273).
The difference in the mean scores on the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory were statistically significant at the .01 level for
out-patients versus non-patients and the ex-patients versus the
non-patients (Langner, 1962:274).
Langner (1965:363) has also indicated that total scores on the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory were correlated .80 (tetrachoric r)
with "clinicians' ratings of overall psychiatric impairment."
No measure of test-retest reliability or internal consistency
reliability was reported for the 22 Item Mental Inventory in the
Midtown study (see Langner, 1962).
Content and scoring of the 22 � Mental Health Inventory
The complete wording and percentage of symptom responses for
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each of the items in the 22 item Mental Health Inventory, as it
was utilized in the Midtown Manhattan study, is given in Table 2-1.
TABLE 2-1. Questions and Percentages of Symptom Respanses for the 22
ttem Mental Health Inventorys Midtown Manhattan study.
Question

Responses

Percent

1. Are you ever troubled with head
aches or pains in the head?
Would you say: often, sometimes,
or never?

* l.
2.
3.
4.
s.

Ofte, n
Sometimes
Never
Don ° t Know
No Answer

10.9
ss.2
33.7
.1

2. Do you ever have any trouble in
getting to sleep or staying a--·
$'leep? Wbuldlyou say: often,
sometimes, or never?

*l.
2.
3.
4.
s.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know
No Answer

14.9
30.3
54.6

3. Do your hands ever tremble e
nough to bother you? Would you
says often, sometimes, or never?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know
No Answer

1.8
11.2
86.6
.1
.3

4 •. Have.ryou'}ever' be.en' bothe\tied·ipy
shortness of breath when you
were not exercising or working
hard? Would you say: often,
sometimes, or never?

*1.
2.
3.
4.

s.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know
No Answer

',4.0
15.4
80.3
.1
.2

Have you ever been bothered by
"cold sweats.. ? Would you says
often, sometimes, or never?

*1.
2.
3.
4.
s.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know
No Answer

2.2
14.9
81.6
1.1
.2

6. Have you ever been bothered by
your heart beating hard? Would
you says often, sometimes, or
never?

*1.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know
No Answer

3.7
28.0
67.9
.3
.1

7. Are you ever bothered by nerv
ousness (irritable, fidgety, or
tense)? Would you says never,

*1. Often
2. Sometimes
3. Never

s.

s.

s.

.1

.o

.2

18.1
55.8
25.8
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Table 2-1.

Continued

Question
sometimes, or often?

Responses
4. Don't Know
s. No Answer

Perecnt
.1
.2

8. Have you ever had any fainting
spells (lost consciousness)?
Would you says never, a few
times, or more than a few times?

1. Never
2. A few times
*3. More than a
few times
4. Don't Know
s. No Answer

82.0
16.3

9. Would you say your appetite is
poor, fair, good, or too good?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

4.7
15.8
58.2
21.0
.3
.1

10. In general, would you say that
most of the time you are in high
(very good spirits), good spir
its, low spirits, or very low
spirits?

1.
2.
*3.
*4.
5.
6.

High
Good
Low
Very low
Don't Know
No Answer

9.6
81.1
6.0
.7
1.4
1.2

11. Are you the worrying type (a
worrier)?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

47.1
52.0
.4

12. Do you feel somewhat apart even
among friends (apart, isolated,
alone)?

'l':l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

18.3
80.0
.6
1.1

13. I feel weak all over much of
the time.

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

9.1
90.5
.2
.2

14. I have periods of such great
restlessnes that I can not
sit long in a chair (can not
sit still very long).

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

18.6
81.0
.2
.1

15. I am bothered by acid (sour)
stomach several times a week.

*l. Yes
2. No

Poor
Fair
Good
Too good
s. Don't Know
6. No Answer

1.s

.s

10.1
89.4
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Table 2-1. Continued
Question

Responses

Percent

3. Don't Know
4. No Answer

.1
.4

16. My memory seems to be all
right (good).

1.
*2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

93.2
6.1
.1
.6

17. Every so often I suddenly
feel hot all over.

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

16.3
82.8
.1
.8

18. I have had periods of days,
weeks, or months when I couldn't
take care of things because I
couldn't "get going".

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

16.4
82.7
.4

19. There seems to be a fullness
(clogging) in my head or nose
much of the time.

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

14.3
85.2
.1
.3

20. Nothing ever turns out for me
the way I want it to (turns out,
happens, comes about, i.e., my
wishes aren't fulfilled).

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

11.3
86.7
1.1
.9

21. I have personal worries that
get me down physically (make
me physically ill).

*l.
20
30
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

20.2
78.8
.3
.8

22. You sometimes can't help wonder
ing if anything is worthwhile
anymore

�\-l.
2.
3.
4.

Yes
No
Don't Know
No Answer

26.7
71.4
.7
1.2

.s

An asterisk indicates the scored or pathognomic response.
Source: Langner (1962:271-273)
The procedures used to score the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
are straight forward. Symptom responses, as indicated by an asterisk
in Table 2-1, are coded as 'l', indicating the presence of a psy-

chiatric symptom; non-symptom responses are coded as

•o•,
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indicating

the absence of psychiatric symptom (Dohrenwend, 1966120). "Don't
Know" and "No Answer''"responses are coded as non-s:nit>tom responses.
A total score for each respondent on the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory is based on the simple addition of the number of symptom
responses that a respondent gives (Langner, 19621271; Manis et al.,
1963:109). A total score of zero is interpreted as best mental
health while increasingly higher scores are interpreted are pro
gressively poorer mental health (Manis et al., 1963:109).
Cutting points� the 22 � Mental Health Inventory
Mental health researchers who have utilized the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory as an indicator of mental disorder have been con
fronted with the problem of selecting cutting points in order to
classify respondents as unimpaired versus impaired or well versus
ill. As Langner (19621275) has noteds
The problem of establishing cutting points is ever present when
scales or scores are constructed. ••• Most people want to know
at what point the score becomes predictive of psychiatric impair
ment. How many symptoms do you have to have to be put in the
"sick" group, the group which finds it difficult to function,
the group whose members look most like those people seen in psy
chiatric hospitals, clinics and offices?
While total scores of six or more symptoms (Prince and Roberts,
1967), seven or more symptoms (Phillips, 1966; Meile and Haese, 1969), and ten or more symptoms (Manis et al., 1964) have been used
to classify respondents, most researchers have followed the example
of Langner (1962:275) who indicated that total scores of four or
more symptoms was useful in the Midtown study because it identified
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only 1% of the respandents who rated "Well" and 84% of the
respondents who were rated as "Incapacitated" by the Midtown psy
chiatrists. It should be stressed that the categories of "Well"
and "Incapacitated" refer only to the two extreme categories of the
six gradient categories of mental health utilized by the Midtown
researchers and not the larger and more general categories of
"Unimpaired" and "Impaired" that were developed by collapsing the
six categories into two categories.
Utilization of� 22 Item Mental Health Inventory in research
A study by Phillips (1966a) demonstrates how the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory has been typically utilized in epidemiological
studies of the prevalence of untreated mental disorder. Phillips
(1966a) found that 27.5% of the respondents in a representative
sample of the residents of New Hampshire had total scores of four
or more symptoms while 8.7% of the respondents had total scores of
seven or more symptoms on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory.
Phillips U966at3l) interpreted· his, findings .. a� indicating that
27.5% of the residents of New Hampshire were "probably impaired
psychosocially-'' while 8.7% of the residents were "almost defnitely
mentally ill."
Other studies that have utilized the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory as an indicator of mental health and mental illness have
generally used similar procedures. The 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory is administered to a selected sample and the respondents
are divided into two groups, the unimpaired and the impaired or the
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well and the ill, on the basis of their responses to the Inventory.
Many of the studies that have utilized the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory have gone beyond the epidemiological aspects of their data
and have sought to test substantive hypotheses about the relation
ship of various social factors to mental disorder. The methodology of these studies is straight forward. The 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory is administered to a selceted sample and the analysis
proceeds by cross tabulating the social factors under consideration
with total scores above and below the cutting point used with the
Inventory. Thus far, most of the statistical analyses done in
conjunction with the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory have been
cross tabulations with chi square tests for statistical signifi
cance; very little correlational or multivariant analysis has been
performed with the full range of total scores on the Inventory.

CHAPTER III
MENTAL HEALTH, MENTAL ILLNESS AND THE 22 ITEM MENTAL HEALTH INVENTORY
Homogeneous Scales and Inventories
A personality scale or inventory can be defined as a finite
set of descriptive statements drawn from a hypothetical domain of
conceptually similar statements (Edwards, 197014; Nunnally, 1967:
175). If individuals are described in terms of their responses to
the statements in an inventory or scale, a total score based on the
summated number of positively coded responses can be calculated for
each individual. Summing responses across items "always hypothe
sizes the existence of a continuum of some kind. Its nature must be
inferred from the character of the items selected to make up the
scale. Logically unrelated items, therefore, cannot be included in
the same scale without resulting in l:lhconfusion of continua within
one scale" (Goode and Hatt, 1952:234). Individual differences in
total scores on an inventory or scale are interpretated as indicat
ing individual differences of degree in the attribute which the in
ventory or scale was designed to measure (Edwards, 1970:4).
Implicit in these statements is the assumption that the items
in a scale or inventory "shouil!d be as homogeneous in content as
possible" (Nunnally, 1967:255). StatisticallyJ Nunnally (1967:255)
indicates that:
The homogeniety of content in a test is manifested in the aver
correlation among items and in the pattern of those correla-t.i.
21
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tions. If the average correlation among items is very low
(and thus the average correlation of items with total scores
is low), the items as a group are not homogeneous. This may
be because all the correlations are low or because a number <• •
of factors are present in the items. In the latter case there
would be a number of item clusters, each cluster being rela�
tively homogeneous, 1but the clusters would have either cor
relations near zero with one another or negative correlations.
The ideal is to obtain a collection of items which has a
high average correlati0n with total scores and is dominated
by one factor only.
The scoring procedure of summing the number of symptom re
sponses to the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory assumes
that each of the items shares a conunon attribute. The scoring
procedure also assumes that mental health and mental disorder is
a single dimension or continuum along which individuals can be
ordered ·on· the.:buis;::of· their total scores, otherwise, it would
make little sense to sum the total number of symptom responses
over all the items.
In the derivation of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory,
Langner (1962:269) assumed that the items in the Inventory measured
just one continuum when he indicated that total scores on the In
ventory provided "a rough indication of where people lie on a
continuum of impairment."
Manis et al. (1963:109), in a validity study of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory, implicitly assumed that the Inventory was
unidimensional when they used the Inventory to operationally define
mental health as a "measurable continuum ranging from good (low
scores) to poor (high scores)." While Manis et al. (1963:116) con
cluded their study by indicating that the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory did not accurately measure the relative position of in-
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dividuals on a contiuum ranging from good (low scores) to poor
(high scores)," they did not assess the assumption that the items
in the inventory did in fact form a single dimension or continuum.
Researcpers who have utilized the 22 Item Mental Health Inven
tory as an indicator of mental health or mental disorder have, until
quite recently (see Dohrenwend, 1971; Phillips, 1971; Clancy and
Phillips, 1972), assumed that the inventory possessed adequate
validity for empirical research on the basis of the previous research
1
by Langner (1962) and/or Manis et al. (1963).
Theory and Practice of Mental Health and Mental Illness
in the Midtown Manhattan Study
The Midtown researchers were confronted with a major problem in
their study of the prevalence of untreated mental disorder in Mid
town Manhattan population. It was Rennie•s opinion that "neither the
'signs and symptoms• information secured in the sample interview, nor
the conditions under which the Midtown psychiatrists reviewed and
evaluated these data, permitted well-grounded discrimination of
clinical syndromes; therefore, it was not:possible to apply standard
diagnostic classification of mental disorders to our sample adults
on a systematic basis" (Srole et al., 19621341). Rennie felt that
1

rhe work of Langner (1962) and Manis et al. (1962), especially
the latter, has been inconsistently interpretated. As an example,
the earlier work of Phillips (1967) cites Manis et al. (1962) as
support for the validity of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory;
Clancy and Phillips (1972), however, cite Manis et al. (1962) as
support for the contention that the validity of the inventory is
yet to be demonstrated.
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the data collected in the Home Interview Survey offered the psy
chiatrists "no firm perceptual footing to discern intrapsychic
dynamics. The latter, of course, are the sin qua� of operable
data for diagnosis within psychiatry's rapidly evolving nosological
framework" (Srole et al., 1962:134).
Confronted with this problem, the Midtown researchers were
faced with the resultant problem of "formulating a classification
scheme that (1) would be appropriate to the Midtown respondent 0 s
interview data and (2) would be psychiatrically meaningful as well"
(Srole et al., 1962:134). In formulating their alternative scheme
for classifying mental disorder, the Midtown researchers were
heavily influenced by a conceptual model for classifying somatic
disease and a trend "to see mental health and mental illness as
differing in degree rather� in kind" (Srole et al., 1962:135
citing Felix and Bowers, 1948:130). There appears to be a question
of whether or not the formulation of an alternative classification
scheme of mental disorder by the Midtown researchers was generated
from issues of data and data collection or an.: priori conceptual
assumption concerning mental health and mental disorder. Rennie
(1953:210) gives an earlier perspective when he indicates:
In its epidemiological focus it is concerned with the relative
prevalence within the population•.of.:_the more readily identifi
able varities of personality disturbance, ranging in a con
tinuum from simple nervous tension and certain psychosomatic
disorders through the psychoses. ••• This would include the
personality disturbances reflected in such social problems
as delinquency, crime, broken homes, etc.
The conceptual model for classifying somatic disease that the
Midtown researcher� ultimately adapted and extended to their study
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of untreated mental disorder has commonly been referred to as the
biological 'fgradient of disease" (Srole et al., 1962:154). This
scheme for classifying somatic disease places individuals "along a
single heuristic dimension according to the severity of their symp
toms and the disability that they entail" (Srole et al., 1962:135).
Sartwell (Srole et al., 1962:135 citing Sartwell, 1953:235) gives
the underlying rationale for this mode of classifying somatic
diseases
Most diseases manifest themselves in a continuous range of
severity or extent going all the way from an unrecognizable
or sub-clinical level, on to a maximal severity which may be
incompatible with life. This range is sometimes referred to
as the spectrum of clinical severity.
The biological gradient of disease as a conceptual tool for
classifying the severity of somatic disease was extended in the
Midtown study to a general scheme for classifying mental health
and mental disorder. As stated earlier in Chapter II, the Midtown
psychiatrists in classifying the mental health of the Midtown
respondents in Mental Health Ratings I and II rated each of the
respondents on a continuum from mental health to mental illness
and ultimately placed each of the respondents into one of six
graded categories of mental health which were based on the sever�
ity of psychiatric symptom formation.
The Midtown researchers classification of mental health and
mental illness on the basis of the underlying assumption that men
tal health and mental illness form a single continuum or dimension
has been questioned by a number of social scientists. Lapouse (1959:
178) has questioned the classification scheme that thet:Mtdt;QWR
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researchers used on the basis that the classification system
rested on the "theoretical formulation that psychiatric disorder
falls into the continuum which Gordon calls, 'the biological grad
ient of disease�." Lapouse (1959:178) has maintained that: "Implicit
in this concept (biological gradient of disease) is the under
standing that in each instance it deals with a single disease
entity." The major issue�, is not whether or not the biological
gradient of disease can be applied to psychiatric illness but how
the concept is applied to psychiatric illness. Lapouse (1959:178)
has contended that the application of this scheme to all psy
chiatric disorders carrys the unwarranted assumption that "all
psychiatric deviations constitute a single entity, ranging in
severity from minor maladjustment to psychoses." Mechanic (1969:
29) has also noted a similar conceptual disagreement between
Leighton (1967) and Lemkau (1967) concerning the assumption that
"all mental disorder should be seen as part of a continuum."
Lemkau (1967:363) suggests that the conceptualization of mental
health and mental disorder as a single continuum fosters the
idea that the same kind of preventive and therapeutic programs
will apply all the way across the continuum of mental health.
Clausen (1968:121) has questioned the unidimensional conceptual
ization of mental health and mental illness as reflected in the
"health-disease or health-symptoms continuum" notions that under
lie the Midtown Manhattan and Stirling County (Leighton et al.,
1963) studies in that such a conceptualization does not make an
adequate distinction between the body-mind or person-organism
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aspects of mental disorder.
While the �ssues surrounding the co eptualization of mental
disorder as continuum or as specific diagnosis may still be un
resolved (see Scott, 1958139-40), the implications of these vary
ing perspectives and conceptualizations are important for they im
plic"tly or explicitly flow into the way empirical research is
conceptually structured and directed, and operartionally executed.
The Midtown researchers worked from a continuum perspective of
mental health and mental illness. The 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory, as an outgrowth of the Midtown study, should have an
isomorphic relationship to the Midtown researchers• continuum
perspective on mental health and mental disorder. It should be
theoretically and empirically consistent with the premise that
mental health and mental illness is a single dimension.
Theory and Practice of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
the assumption that mental health and mental illness form
a single continuum and differ only in the severity of psychiatric
symptomatology and corresponding impairment in life functioning
was directly incorporated into the development of the 22 Item Men
tal Health Inventory. As previously stated, the inventory was
developed during the course of the Midtown study. It is a direct
derivative of the Midtown Manhattan Home Interv·ew Survey question
naire. The conceptual similarity between the Midtown researchers•
scheme for classifying mental health and mental disorder, and the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory is evident in the comments of
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Langner (1962:269), who indicates that the inventory "does provide a rough indication of where people lie on a continuum of im
pairment in life functioning due to very common types of psychiatric
symptoms." This assumption is almost identical to the assumption
made by the Midtown researchers in classifying the mental health
and mentaL.illness of the Midtown respondents on the basis of the
biological gradient of disease; individuals were "placed along a
single heuristic dimension according to the severity of their symp
toms and the disability that they entail'';(Srole et al., 1962:135).
Langner•s (1962:269) statement about a continuum of impair
ment in life functioning due to very connnon types of psychiatric
symptoms" carrys the implicit assumption that psychiatric symp
tomatology is directly linked to impairment in life functioning.
As Gruenberg (1963), Clausen (1968) and Dohrenwend (1971) have , .::,
noted; the Midtown researchers• mental health ratings were compil
ed by collapsing four levels of "severity of symptom formation"
and four levels of "impairment in life functioning" into a single dimension by cross tabulating the two dimensions. Since not all
possible combinations of "severity of symptoms" and "impairment in life functioning" were not considered, Gruenberg (1963:
81) has maintained that these two dimensions were "not independent
in the minds of the investigators or ••• they (were) highly cor
related in their data.•• The lack of a clear and analytical distinc
tion between psychiatric symptomatology and impairment in social
functioning blurred the relationship between what the Midtown psy
chiatrists were evaluating and what the 22 Item Mental Health In:

� .
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ventory is supposed to measure. Dohrenwend (1971124) has suggested
that the Midtown mental health ratings ttnot only mix nosological
types, but they mix role functioning with the scrambled noso
logical types."
Does the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory measure psychiatric
symptomatology or impairment in social role functioning? Srole
(1968149) has indicated that most of the respondents in the Mid
town study could be represented as havi�:g "significant intra
psychic distrubance, but functioning passably or adequately in
their interpersonal orbits." Langner and Michael (19631142) have
indirectly indicated that the 22 item Mental Health Inventory is
primarily an indicator of psychiatric symptomatology rather than
social role functioning when they state:·,
The heavy use of psychophysiological symptoms as indices of
mental health is a necessity, when little is known of the
adult's functioning in the various social roles assigned him
by society. For that matter, we know next to nothing of the
actual role demands made by our various subcultures for
different ages and sexes.
Given Langner•s (1969:269) definition of the items in the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory as ttpsychiatric symptoms," and
the Midtown researchers• definition of the larger set of similar
items as "indicators of mental pathology'' (Srole et al., 1963141),
this study will only focus on the ite

·n the 22 Item Mental

Health Inventory as indicators of mental pathology and an under
lying continuum of mental health and mental disorder.
1

1

see Spitzer et al. (1970) for an attempt to measure role func
tioning as distinct from psychiatric symptomatology.
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Subscales of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) have noted that both the Mid
town (Srole et al., 1962) and the Stirling County (Leighton et al.,
1963) studies of untreated mental disorder placed a heavy emphasis
on psychophysiological symptoms. Indicating that both of these
studies also found "a strong positive relationship between reports
of physical illness and rates of psychiatric disorder thought to be
psychogenic in nature" (Crandell and Dohrenwend, 1967:1528), they
reasoned that some of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory may indicate symptoms of physical:illness rather than
J)S'ychophysiological symptoms of mental disorder.
In order to clarify the items• •!.clinical significance in re
lation to psychiatric disorder" (Crandell and Dohrenwend, 1967:
1530), they asked a sample of fifty medical internists and fifty
psychiatrists to evaluate each of the items in the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory. The questions used to make the evaluations were
(Crandell and Dohrenwend, 196711530):
Would you consider this symptom as "more psychological"
or "more physiological"?
In your opinion is this symptom associated with organic
disease rarely or frequently?
On the basis of the modal responses of thirty-three psy
chiatrists and twenty-seven internists, the symptoms were classi
fied into the ·following three groups:
Psychological symptoms associated with psychological disorder.
Physiological symptoms associated with organic disorder.
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Ambiguouss no clear modal agreement between psychiatrists
and internists.
Noticable absent in the clinical opinions of the psychiatrists
and the internists were respens·es that categorized the symptoms as
either, psychological symptoms associated with organic disease, or
physiological symptoms associated with psychological disorder. These
two categories were meant to be Crandell and Dohrenwend�s operation
al definition of psychophysiological symptoms. Based on the know
ledge that at least ten of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory were orginally drawn from the

u.s.

Army Psychoneurotic

screening Adjunct (Star, 1950), Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967:
1531) had "three Board-certified
psychiatrists (make) independent
. '
judgments of which items werf!• and which were not "psychophysie;..c .' .
logical� on the basis of the descriptions in the 1952 edition of the
Diagnostic and Statistical Manuals Mental Disorders of the American
Psychiatric Association.••
·on the basis of a combination of the responses of the three
Board-certified psychiatrists and the group of sampled psychiatrists
and medical internists, Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) classified
the items in::the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory into the four symp
tom subscales shown in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1.

Four Symptom Subscales of the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory.

Subscale
Psychological

Item No.

Symptom

2. Trouble getting to sleep
7. Nervous
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Table 3-1.

Continued

Subscale

Item No.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Psychophysiological

Physiological
Ambiguous

�':

Symptom
Low and very low spirits
Worrying type
Feel somewhat apart
Restlessness
Memory not all right
Couldn't get-goin
Nothing turns out right
Wonder if anything worthwhile

1. Headaches
Cold sweats
Feel weak all over
Hot all over
Personal worries

* s.
* 13.
� 17.
* 21.
* a.
* 9.
* 19.
* 3.
* 4.
* 6.
* 15 .

Fainting more than a few times
Appetite poor
Clogging in nose or head
Hands tremble
Shortness of breath
Heart beats hard
Acid or sour stomach

An asterisk indicates a symptom judged to be psychophysiological by
at least two of the three board-certified psychiatrists.
The Psychological Subscale consists of those symptoms on which
there was a clear modal agreement by the samples of psychiatrists
and medical internists that the symptoms were rarely organic and
more psychological but which were not judged to be psychophysio
logical by the board-certified psychiatrists.
The Psychophysiological Subscale consists of those symptoms on
which there was a "clear modal agreement by the samples of psychia
trists and internists that the symptoms were rarely organic and more
psychological and which were also judged psychophysiological by at
least two of the three additional psychiatrists using the APA
Manual" (Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1969:90).
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The Physiological Subscale consists of those symptoms "on
which there was a clear modal agreement by the samples of psychia
trists and internists hat they were frequently organic and more
physiological" (Dohrewend and Dohrenwend, 1969:90).
The Ambiguous Subscale consists of those symptoms "on which
there was no clear modal agreement by the samples of psychiatrists
and internists that they were frequently organic and more physio
logical" (Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend, 1969:90).
Crandell and Dohrenwend (196711531) have suggested that "there
appears to be some correspondence between these clinically defined
symptom indices and those based on the factor analysis of the
nationwide data compiled Gurin and associates so far as the nine
items common to the two studies is concerned." Briefly, Gurin et al. r
(1960) using a twenty item symptom inventory and a national sample
found four camparable factors in seperate factor analyses of data
from males and females. While Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) suggest
that their clinically compiled symptom indices are comparable to the
"Psychological Anxiety," "Immobilization," "Physical Anxiety, .. and
"Physical Health" factors found by Gurin et al. (1960:184), such a
comparison is tenuous given the small number of items common to both
studies, the different wording of some of the symptom questions (see
Crandell and Dohrenwend, 196711529 and Gurin et al., 19601420), and
the different methods utilized to construct the indices in the two
studies.
While Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1969), Gaitz and Scott (1972),
Meile (1972) and Phillips and Segal (1969) have utilized the sub-
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scales developed by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) in investigating
substantive research questions, the relationship of the subscales
to the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory and mental disorder remains
ambiguous. If the subscales are a refinement in clinical judgment
concerning the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory, does
the Physiological Subscale indicate that the psychiatrists and
medical internists sampled by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) did
not agree that these items were signs and symptoms of mental dis
order as indicated orginally by Langner (1962) and Midtown research
ers or does mean that some respondents have the tendency to "express
psychological distress in physiological terms•: (Crandell and Dohren
wend, 1967:1536). The former is plausible in that the problems
with clinical judgments appear to be well documented (see Dohrenwend
et al., 1971). If the latter is correct, how does one seperate
physiological symptoms as expressions of physical illness from
physiological symptoms generated from psychological disorder•without
medical and psychiatric clinical examinations? Field studies of
mental disorder that have utilized the subscales of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory have not included medical examinations of
their respondents. The ambiguity of the relationships of the sub
scales to mental disorder appears to be resolved by assuming that
these scales or indices reflect different modes of expressing men
tal disorder rather than expressing other factors that may not be
directly related to mental disorder.
For the purposes of this study, the subscales of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory will be assumed to be different modes of
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expressing mental disorder. It is also assumed that the items in
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory should reflect empirical dimen-••
sions that are identif"able in terms of the subseales compiled by
Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967). In other words, the subscales of
symptoms constructed by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) on the
basis of clinical judgments should have a logically consistent re
lationship to how respondents express mental disorder via the items
in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory.

CHAPTER IV
STATIS ICAL ANALYSES OF SCALES AND INVENTORIES
Introduction
There is a wide range· of opinion among social scientists con
cerning the efficacy of factor analysis, item analysis and measures
of internal consistency for the purpose of assessing conceptual
hypotheses about scales and inventories. This diversity in opinion
is partially understandable in that these statistical techniques
may be as easily misused as correctly used. Unfortunately, many
multivariate statistical analyses are often perceived as being
endowed with their own mystic that stymies a clear understanding
of their internal workings or their final products. A more than
passing acquaintance wi h these techniques often suggests that
their applica ion is more an art than a tecnology and that their
internal wo kings are often a reflection of the ·nternal workings
of a researcher's mind rather than that of a computer grin ing
out data. What their final products mean is a result of the
various decisions and applications envoked by a researcher as
he grapples with a problem. The objective of this chapter is to
place factor analysis, item analysis and measures of internal
consistency in a more understandable context and make explicit the
rationale behind the decisions that were made in applying these
techniques to an analysis of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory.
The intent is to set the stage so that the answers provided in
36
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this study have an understandable relationship to the questions
asked.
Factor Analysis
General description
l
. .
· ,and is
· a
. ed from corre1at·ion ana1ysis
Factor ana1 ysis is d eriv
multivariate statistical technique utilized to delineate the sources
of independent variation within a set of data. Factors are linear
and additive combinations of the variables within the data that are
maximally capable of reproducing the correlations among the variables
and reducing the rank of their correlation matrix (Harman, 1967;
Nunnally, 1967; Fruchter, 1954),
The variance components of a standardized variable (variance
equal to 1,00) are given for the coJIDDOn factor model of factor
analysis as (Harman, 1967:19; Rummel, 19701102 ):
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The coDDDOn variance (co11DnUnality) of a variable defines the
1
See Nunnally (1967:288-317) for a clear presentation of the
statistical derivation of factor analysis from a correlation per
spective. See Harman (1967) and Rummel (1970) for derivations from
a matrix algebra perspective.
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proportion of variance that a variable shares with other variables.
The communality of a variable is equal to the sum of the squared
variable-factor correlation coefficients for that variable. The
unique variance of a variable is that proportion of variance that
is not shared or common to the other variables. It is variance that
is not accounted for by the factors. The specific variance of a
variable is that proportion of variance that is reliable but unique
to that variable alone. The reliability of a variable is its common
variance (conununality) plus its specific variance. The error variance
of a variable is the proportion of variance that is random, unique
and unreliable.
In common factor analysis only the communality and unique
variance of the variables is obtained. The specific variance of a
variable can be calculated if one knows the reliability of the
variable. By statistical derivation, the common parts of variables
(factors) in a factor analysis are uncorrelated with each other and
their unique parts; their specific and error variance components.
(Rummel, 1970:104).
It should be emphasized that the common and unique proportions
of variance for variables are relative to the particular set of
variables analyzed (Rummel, 19701104). Removing or adding variables
to a set of variables factor analyzed will change the common and
unique variances of the variables.
It should also be made explicit that the terminology of
"variable" is a broad term referring to either items or tests. In
a general sense, tests may be individual items or collections of
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items. In the case of a test composed of a collection of indid
ual items, the communality and unique variance of the test is
equal to the standarized sum of the communalities and unique
variances of the individual items. "This rep11esents the additive
assumption of factor analysis that the total variance of a test is
the sum of its component variances" (Fruchter, 1954:46).
The basic indeterminacy of the coJ1UDOn factor analysis model
The number of factors or dimensions in the common factor
space of a set of variables is equal to the rank of the reduced
correlation matrix of the variables (Fruchter, 1954:22; Harman,
1967:68; Cattell, 1952:50). The rank of the reduced correlation
matrix is effected by the values placed in the principal diagonal
of the correlation matrix (Harman, 1967:68f. These values, referred
to as connnunality estimates, not only effect the rank of the reduced
correlation matrix but they also determine the proportion of
standardized variance of each variable that is to be incorporated
into the common factor space of all the variables (Harman, 1967:28).
Until the number of factors in the conunon factor space of all the
variables is determined, the conunon parts (communalities) of the
variables can not be determined (Harman, 1967:68•. The delineation
of the number of factors in the conunon factor space of all the
variables assumes that the "true" communalities of all the variables
have been determined and thus the "true" rank of the reduced
correlation matrix is known. This circular dilemma is the basic
indeterminacy of the common factor analysis model (Harman, 1967:68;
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Rummel, 19701105). "Either the rank of the reduced correlation
matrix or its diagonal valuest(communalities) must be known, or
approximated, in order to obtain a factor solution" (Harman, 1967:
68).
Factor analysis models
A component factor analysis model is utilized when no assump
tions are made about the common parts (communalities) of the vari
ables being analyzed (Rummel, 1970:112). In component factor analy
sis, unities are,Tetained in the principal diagonal of the correla
tion matrix and the matrix is factor analyzed according to a given
technique.
Since no assumptions are made about the communalities of the
variables, the basic indeterminacy of the common factor analysis
model is avoided. It should be clear that a component factor
analysis describes the variables only in terms of the basic dimen
sions of �he total variance of the variables (Rummel, 1970:112).
The component factors in component factor analysis are an unknown
combination of the common, specific and error variance of all the
variables (Rummel, 19701112; Harman, 1967:28; Nunnally, 1671304).
When unities are retained ·n the principal diagonal of a correlation
matrix, the latent assumption tha the communality est·mates of h
variables are equ

to

.oo

or that each of the variables shares

00% of its variance in common with the other variables is being
made (Cattell, 19521157; Guilford, 1954:494). As the actual unique
variance of t:!achiof·:the variables increases, a greater proportion of
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the unique variance of the variables is incorporated into the
component factor space of all the variables and the results of a
component factor analysis may vary from the results of a common
factor analysis. The results of a component factor analysis and a
common factor analysis become more similar as the unique variance
of the variables decreases (Rummel, 1970:112). A component factor
analysis will rarely result in a number of component factors less
than the number of variables analyzed (Rummel, 1970:112; Harman,
1967:68).
In a common factor analysis model, assumptions are made about
the common parts (comrnunalities) of all the variables. The com
munalities of the variables reflect the proportions of total
variance of the variables that are incorporated into the common
factor space of all the variables, rather than the total variance
of variables including their unkown common, specific and error
variance. In common factor analysis it is assumed that the common
and unique parts of the variables are uncorrelated with other and
that a reseacher is only interested in the factors of their common
parts. Typically, the number of common factors needed to describe
the common factor space of all the variables is smaller than the
number of component factors needed to describe the component factor
space of all the variables (Rummel, 1970:104; Harman, 1967168).
As previously stated, the common factor analysis model poses
a basic indeterminacy. The "true•• communalities of the variables
are needed beforehand to delineate the number of common factors in
the common factor space of all the variables. The problem of decid-
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ing what v lues to place in the principal diagonal of the
correlation matrix as approximations to the "true" communalities
of the variables is commonly referred to as the communality pro
blem.
Approxim tions to "true" communalities
While a large number of various methods for estimating the
"true" communalities of variables in a correlation matrix have been
proposed (see Cattell, 1952; Fruchter, 1954; Guttman, 1956; Harman,
1967; Nunnally, 1967; Rummel, 1970), "none of them has been shown
to be any superior to any of the others on the basis of closer
approximations to the • true• values" (Harman, 1967:83). ,�As a matter
of fact none of the methods has been demonstrated to lead to minimal
rank of the correlation matrix" (Harman, 1967183). Guilford (1954:
494) has recommended the highest absolute correlation of a variable
with another variable as a communality estimate but he also suggests
that the factor analysis should be done again if the derived com
munalities of the variables are not close to the starting or est·
mated communalities. Various computer iteration procedures have
been devised to insure that estimated communalities are identical
to the derived communality estimates. Guttman (1954) has recommended
the squared multiple correlation of a variable with all the other
variables in the analysis as a communality estimate. Swmnarizing
all the various procedures that have been devised for estimating the
"true•• communalities of a set of variables and their underlying
rationales is far beyond the scope of this study.
T
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Fortunately, "the hoary question of communalities" (Kaiser,
1963:156) for the variables in a correlation matrix becomes less
critical as the number of variables in the correlation matrix be
comes larger. "The resulting factorial solutions are little affected
by the particular choice of •communalities• in the principal diago
nal of the correlation matrix" (Harman, 1967:83), when the correla
tion matrix is •••very large' here to mean 20 or more tests" (Guil
ford, 1954:494). This conclusion is based on the fact that the
diagonal elements in the correlation matrix have a descreasing
effect on the resulting factor solutions as the number of elements
in the off-diagonal becomes increasingly larger with an increase
in the number of variables (Rummel, 1970:319).
Image factor analysis
Image factor analysis, like coDD110n factor anlysis, is concerned
with the common factor space of all the variables. Unlike common
factor analysis, image factor analysis avoids the issue of basis
indeterminacy of coDD110n factor solutions and the communality problem
by precisely defining the "true" communalities of the variables as
their squared multiple correlations with all the other variables in
the analysis. The rationale behind this model is that the "true"
communalities of the variables being analyzed "are not observable
and thus msut be determined - or approximated - from the observable
data" (Kaiser, 1963:156). While the common parts of the variables
are their squared multiple correlations, "the unique parts of the
variables are the regression residuals - that portion of variance
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unrelated to other variables" (Rununel, 19701114), Image analysis
is not a factor analysiswith squared multi le correlations in the
principal diagonal, In image analysis, the matrix factored consists
of all the covariances of the variables as predicted from all the
other variables on the basis of the least squares method (Horst,
19651362), This procedure insures that the resulting matrixwill
be Gramian; a characteristic of some matrices that be considered
later, The principal diagonal of an image covariance matrix contains
the squared multiple correlations of the variableswith each other
and the off-diagonal are adjusted slightly in relationship to the
principal diagonal elements to maintain the Gramian characteristics
of the matrix (Kaiser, 1963:156), When an image covariance matrix
is factored rather than a correlation matrix, the variableswith
the largest variances (squared multiple correlations) ave the
greatest weight in determining the fa or 1 adings in a resultant
factor analysis (Ho

,

965:366), If a variable. has a 0,0 squ

ed

multiple c rrelationwith all the other variables, · w· l have no
weight in the final factor solution and ·twill

o.o

loadings on

J

all the factors.
Factor analytic technique
The principal axes technique of factor analysis, with the
ready availability of computer facilities, has generally replaced
its earlier approximation - the centroid method (Nunnally, 1967:317),
As Rummel (19701168) indicates; "The centroid and principal axes
technique are probably used for over 95 per cent of published
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findings."
The principal axes of a correlation or covariance matrix are
the "minimum orthogonal dimensions required to linearly reproduce
(define, g nerate, explain) the orginal data" (Rummel, 1970:338).
A principal axes solution is a mathematically unique solution for
the data analyzed (Rummel, 1970:345). The amount of variance
explained by the factors is progressively decreasing, the first
factor accounts for the largest amount of variance, the second
factor accounts for the next largest amount of variance, and so on
until all the var· ance is extracted in the solution. (Rummel, 1970:
345). A principal axes technique of factor analysis based on a
Gramian matrix "cannot ·:account for more variance than orginally
put in the correlation matrix (i.e., the estimates of communalities)"
(Harman, 1967:208). In other words, the sum of all the squared fac
tor loadings in a factor matrix may not exceed the sum of the
connnunality estimates for the variables. A principal axes factor
analysis is based on all the data in the matrix analyzed (Rummel,
1970:345). Since the eigenvalues for each factor in a principal
axes factor analysis are equal to the sum of the squared factor
loadings for each variable on that factor, the amount of total
variance accounted for by each factor is equal to the eigenvalue
of the factor 1.• divided by the number of variables being analyzed
(Rummel, 19701138).
Rotation of factor solutions
The pattern of factor loadings for variables in an unrotated
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facto ma rix is typically so complex that a substantive
interpretation of the factors is extremely difficult. In order
to clarify the typically bipolar nature of factor loadings on the
variables and thus substantively interpret his results, a researcher
may rotate a factor matrix so that the factors define distinct
clusters of intercorrelations among the variables without losing
any of the characteristics of the intial solution (Rummel, 19701
372-373). In other words, it possible to rotate the factors in
such a way that the factors remain uncorrelated with each other.
While a dozen or more analytical techniques for rotating
factor matrices are available, most of these techniques have the
objective of approximating "simple structure." Thurstone•s criteria
of "simple structure" have consistently been utilized in factor
analysis. Those criteria are (Rummel, 19701380)1
1. Each variable should have at least one zero loading in the
factor matrix.
2. For a factor matrix of p factors, each column of factor
loadings should have at-least p variables with zero loadings.
3. For each pair of columns of loadings (factors), several
variables should have zero loadings in one column but not
in the other.
4. For each pair of columns of loadings (factors), a large
proportion of the variables should have zero loadings in
both columns.
s. For each pair of columns of loadings (factors), only a small
proportion of variables should have nonzero loadings in
both columns.
Varimax rotation is an orthogonal rotation of a factor matrix
for a set of variables. In orthogonal rotations the derived or cal
culated communalities of all the variables remain unchanged and all
the fa�tors remain uncorrelated with each other. Only the distribu
tion of the variables• variance among the factors is changed. Vari-
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max rotation is "now generally accepted as the best analytical
orthogonal rotation technique" (Rummel, 19701392).
Biquartimin rotation is an oblique rotation a factor matrix.
The factors in an obliquely rotated factor matrix may be oblique
or orthogonal in their final solution; they are not constrained to
be orthogonal or uncorrelated. Since several coordinate axes (pat
tern, structure and reference) are utilized in oblique rotations,
the percentage of variance accounted for an oblique factor can not
be calculated by simply summing the squared factor loadings for
that factor nor can the derived cormmmalittes,of the variables be
calculated by summing their squared factor loadings (Rllnlnel, 1970:
38 .9). The major utility of oblique rotations of factor matrices is
that they,typically give a clearer approximation to simple structure
by defining clusters of interrelated variables even when those
variables are not independent of one another.
Correlation coefficients in factor analysis
Careful consideration was given to the use and impact of various
correlation coefficients for di'.chotomous data in factor analysis. Phi
correlations, ..phi: over phi ·'.max :coefficients and tetrachoric cor
relations have long been debated as the appropriate coefficients of
dichotomous data that should be used in factor analysis (see Fergu
son, 1941; Wherry and Gaylord, 1944; Guttman, 1950; Cattell, 1952;
Fruchter, 1954J Comrey and Levonian, 1958; Carroll, 1961; Horst, 1965; Nunnally, 1967; Rummel, 1970). What correlation coefficients for
dichotomous are appropriate for utilization in factor analysis
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raises a difficult problem since "methodologists have not arrived
at a consensus on the best coefficient for dichotomous data"
R
( ummel, 19701304).
The objee ive here is to briefly review·the issues and possi
ble impacts of the major correlation coefficient for dichotomous
data as they

v utilized i

phi eorrelat·

fa tor analy

•

eff' ie t is a standard product-momen

co elation coeffi ·ent for dichotomously coded data in a two by
two contingency table, The possible correlational range of phi
coefficients becomes limited as the percentages of pos"tively coded
responses for the two dichotomous variables (_E values) being
correlated become dissimilar G
( uilford, 19641334). In the case
where the .E values of both variables are equal is it possible to
obtain a perfect correlation. It is impo ant to note that it is
the degree of dissimilarity between the .E values of the variables
rather than the magnitude of the .E values�!! that limits he
correlation range of the phi coefficients (Nunnally, 1967:131). In
other words, two dichotomous variables with_E values of .10 could
correlate perfectly.
Phi correlations between dichotomous variables with different
.E values have different maximum phi correlations and are not direct
ly comparable in the sense that the theoretically possible cor
relational range between the variables extends from -1.00 to +l,00
(Rununel, 1970:304). Since phi correlations are not always comparable
in theit correlational ranges, several researchers F
( erguson, 1941;
Wherry andGaylord, 1944; Cattell, 1952; Carroll, 1961) have con-
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tended that their use may introduce "difficultY'' or "spurious"
factors into the results of factor analysis.
To compensate for problems of "difficultY'' and "spurious"
factors, phi over phi max has been proposed for use in factor analy
sis. By dividing the phi correlation for two dichotomous variables
by their maximum phi correlation (see Gu.lford, l965s336), the phi
over phi max coefficients for a set of variables with varying E
values become more comparable. Phi over phi max coefficients, how
ever, have an increasing slope toward perfect coefficients as the E
values of the variables being correlated become more dissimilar
(Carroll, 1961); thus introducing another type of non-comparab·1· y
between phi ove� phi max coefficients, Phi over phi max coefficients
rest on the assumption of a bivariate rectangular distribution
between the variables (Carroll, 1961).
In contrast to phi over phi max coefficients, tetrachoric
correlations are not limited in their correlation range as the E
values of variables become more dissimilar (Rwmnel, 1970:304). The
use of tetrachoric correlations makes the latent inferential and
descriptive assumptions (Rwmnel, 1970s308) that the dichotomous
variables are actually continious interval data with normal dis�
tributions that have been artificially divided at their means (Guil
ford, 1964s326). A tetrachoric correlation is an estimate of the
standard product-moment correlation coefficient between two vari�
ables when these assumptions have been met. Tetrachoric correla
tions are not generally recommended for use when the E values of
he variables are especially one-sided, such as ,90 -.10 or ,95 -

.os

(Guilford, 1964:332).
Comrey and Levonian (1958) have empirically investigated the

factor analytic results of using phi, phi over phi max, and tetra
choric correlations for the same data. The data, Minnesota Multi
phasic Personality Inventory items, are somewhat similar to the
items in the present study since several of the item in the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory were orginally selected from this source.
In their investigation of the impact of different correlation.·
coefficients on their factor analytic results, Comrey and Levonian
(1958:740) conclude that phi over phi max correlations and tetra
choric correlations often led "to excessively high communalities,
often over 1.00, too early in the analysis." They"also suggest
that the importance of "difficultY'' and "spurious" factors has been
overemphasized in factor analysis. They also indicate that "if
spurious factors exist with factor analysis of phi coefficients,
they may be no less evident with phi over phi max or tetrachoric
correlations" (Comrey and Levonian, 1958:753).
As Rununel (1970:305) suggest, much methodological and empirical
research remains to be done concerning the use of various coeffici
ents for dichotomous data in factor analysis. One area that appears
to have relatively ignored is the connection between various
coefficients for dichotomous data and some of basic assumptions
underlying factor analysis. There are direct relationships between
the type of correlation coefficients used in factor analysis and the
results of factor analysis. The principal axes teclmique of factor
analysis is based on the assumption that the matrix being factored

so
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is Gramian (Harman, 1967134; Rwmnel, 1970:87). A Grarnian matrix
is symetrical and positive smi-definite. The positive semi-definite
characteristic of a Grarnian matrix indicates that the principal
min<',S of the matrix are greater than or equal to zero (Rummel,
1970�86). Without going into matrix algebra, the principal minor
of a matrix are closely associated with the rank of the reduced
matrix or the number of factors in the matrix. An assumption made
within most derivations of factor analysis models is that the
correlation matrix being analyzed has been calculated on the
basis of standard product-moment correlational procedures (Rummel,
1970187; Harman,1967:13; Horst, 1965183). As Horst (1965:83) and
Guttman (1950:201) have noted, all correlation matrices based on
standard product-moment correlation procedures will be Grarnian.
Lord and Novick (1968:349) indicate that while "a matrix of sample
phi. coeffic"ents is always Gramian, a matrix of sample tetrachor·cs
is often non-Gramian (even when the population ma rix is Grarnian).
D fficultie

may arise if certain common statistical techniques

are incautiously applied to non-Grarnian sample tetrachoric matrices."
A reasonable question at this time mat be, what difference
does it make if the correlation matrix being factored is non
Gramian? As Harman {1967134) suggests, any principal axes common
factor analysis of a Gramian correlation matrix with communality
estimates in the principal diagonal that results in the extraction
of negative eigenvalues indicates that the communality estimates
were improper in that they violated the GEamian character·stics of
of the correlation matrix. In other words, negative eigenvalues in
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a principal axes factor analysis are sufficient evidence to
infer that the matrix being factored is non-Gramian.
The link between negative eigenvalues and factor analytic
results is direct. While the pr·ncipal axes technique of factor
analysis accounts for maximum variance in a minimum number of facrs, it can not acco nt for more,variance that is orginally
estimated to be in the matrix via the communality estimates
(Harman, 1967:169; Rummel, 1970:260). Since the eigenvalues of
a principal axes solution are equal to the sums of the squared
factor loadings in the colunms (factors), negative eigenvalues
represnt what Rummel (1970:260) has called "imaginary variance"
or "negative variance." Rwmnel (1970:260) has also indicated
that "negative variance" is theoretically inconsistent with the
principal axes technique of factor analysis since by definition
"variance is only positive." The substantive impact of negative
eigenvalues inc eases in a factor analysis as the sum of all the
negative eigenvalues increases. With negative eigenvalues, "the
positive variance extracted (the positive eigenvalues and their
eigenvectors) will be inflated to compensate for the imaginary
variance, since both positive and imaginary variance added
together must equal the number of variables" or the sum of the
communality.estimates of the variables (Rummel, 1970:260).
"With the inflation of the positive variance:- presuming that the
number of factors extracted is limited to those with positive
eigenvalues - the loadings on these factors will be larger than
they should and the communality for the variables may exceed 1.00. 11
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(Rununel, 1970:260-261).
Since phi over phi max and tetrachoric correlation coefficients
are not calculated by standard product-moment correlation procedures,
their matrices for a given set of variables may not be Gramian and
their use in-factor analysis may lead to difficulties, such as
conununalities over 1.00, inflated factor loadings and inflated
amounts of variance extracted by the fntiax,factors. It appears that
this problem has been relatively ignored since it is commonly
assumed a correlation matrix becomes non-Grarnian only when "impro
per" estimates of communalities are placed in the principal
diagonal of the matrix. It should be emphasized that matrices of
phi over phi max and tetrachoric correlation coefficients may be
non-Grarnian not because of the communality estimates placed in the
principal diagonal but because the intial matrix with unities in
diagonal is non-Grarnian. Any attempt to utilize a component,
common or image factor analysis will result in similar difficulties since the matrix is non-Gramian prior to estimat'ng the
communalities of the variables.
Phi correlation coefficients were selected as the coefficients
of choi e for dichotomous data in this study. The rationale for
decision is based on the previous research of Comrey and Levonian
(1958), considerartions developed in the preceeding discussion, and
an examination of the E values for e ch of items in the 22 Item
Men al Health Inventory. This examination indicated that seven
and five of these values for males and females respectively were
below the .05 level while another six and five of these values
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were less than , 10 but greater than ,05, In total, thirteen of the

E

values for males and ten of the

E

values for females were below ·.

the , 10 level, The magnitude and number of these low E values were
felt to preclude the use of phi over phi max and tetrachoric cor
relations on the basis that they would not support the underlying
assumptions concerming their use,
Item Analysis
Item analysis is a commonly recommended procedure for constructing homogeneous scales and inventories (Nunnally,

1967;

Guilford, 1965). The underlying rationale behind item analysis is
that the "items within a measure are useful to the extent that
they share a conunon core - the attribute which is to be measured"
(Nunnally, 1967:254), Each item in a scale or inventory should
measure whatever all the other items measure as a group. Nun
nally (1967,261) gives a basic perspective on item analysis when he
states:
Since the average correlations of items with one another are
highly related to the correlations of items with total scores,
the items that correlate most highly with total scores are the
best items, Compared to items with relatively low correlations
with total scores, those that have higher correlations with
total scores have more variance relating to the common factor
among the items, and they add more to the test reliability,
Although various types of correlation coefficients can be
applied to item-total scores (see Nunnally, 1967:261 ), �uilfo�d
(1965:304) has suggested that "for most purposes of item correla�
tions, it does not matter which kind of coefficient is used,"
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Point-biserial correlations (Nunnally, 19671120) were selected
as the item-total score correlation to be used in this study. This
correlation was selected on the basis that it requires the least
stringent set of assumptions concerning the distrib

ions of the

total scores and the items.
As. Nunnally ( 967:262) at:l(i Guilford (19651504 have noted, a

produ t-

nt correlatio between and item and total

c

e co -

a s an artifact. The item that is b ing correlated with the to
scores is included in the total score and may resul

l

in a h·gher

correlation than if the item we e only· correlated with total scores
based on all the other variables. The formula given by Nunnally
(1967:262) was utilized to delete this source of spurious item
total score correlation.
Nunnally (19671263) suggests that a corrected item-total score
correlation of .20 or higher indicates adequate statistical evidence
for intially including an item in a homogeneous scale under con
struction. Guilford (19651481) indicates that an uncorrected "item
tes ·correlations for well constructed tests range between .30 and

.so.

ti

Internal Consistency
Internal consistency measues, when viewed from the perspective
of domain sampling, assume that "any particular measure being com
posed of! random sample of items from! hypothe�ical domain of
i ems" (Nunnally, 1967:175). The basic notion of domain sampling
is givel'I as (Nunnally, 1967:175):

� ..
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Basic to the model is the concept of an infinitely large
correlation matrix showing all correlations among items in
the domain. The average correlation in the matrix,
would indicate the extent to which some common core ijlisted
in the items. If the assumpt·on is made that all items have
an equ 1 amount of the common core, the average correlation
in each column of the hypothetical matrix would be the same,
which would be the same s the verage correlation in the
whole matrix.

r .. ,

From this basic perspective on domain sampling, it is poss
ible to see the logical and statist·cal development of measures
of internal consistency such as he···Kuder-Richardson Formula 20
for dichotomous data. Internal co sistency c efficie s a e mea
of reliabilityJ

es

hey are not measures of validity or dimensionality

in a fac or analytic sense. The assumption that the maximum valid
ity of a test or scale is equal to the square root of its ·nternal
consistency reliability (Bohrnstedt, 1970:97) is based on

he

2
"assumption that all the true variance is common-factor; that h =

rtt" (Guilford, 19651479). As indicated by Guilford (1965:474)&

"Both the common-fac or variances and specific -facto variance in

a test contribute to its internal-consistency reliability, and its
equivalent forms reliability." If there were no common variance in
a test or scale, it still could be very reliable (Guilford, 1965:
475). Nunnally (1967:186

indicates that the domain sampling model

and derived measures of internal consistency "hold regardless of
the factorial composition of the items" in a scale or inventory.
From this perspective, high internal consistency is a necessary but
not sufficient condition for the unidimensionality of a scale or
inventory.
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Factor analysis and hypothesis testing
In a general sense, the hypotheses that can be tested by fac
tor analysis are limited by the precision of the substantive theory
concerning he internal composition of a set of items. The power
of factor analysis as a statistical technique of analysis is re
lative to the theoretical context in which it is used. The appl·ca
tion of factor analysis in the absence of hypotheses is unlikely
to extend or refine theory.
hapter II has given a background on the material being con
s·dered in this study. Chap er III has identified the major ideas
and assumptions concerning the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
that this study seeks to test. The flow between the Midtown re
searchers conceptualization of mental health and mental disorder
a

a single dimension and its operat·onally definition has been

indicated. The connection between the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory and an underlying conceptualization of mental health and
mental illness as varying in degree but not in kind has also b en
indi ated. The assumption that the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
is unidimensional is not unusual. As Guilford (1954,246) has in
dicted, most scales make the assumption

hat "we are dealing with

only one psychologtcal cont·nuum or dimens·on
If i

·s assumed tha

ime."

scale or inventory measures only one

continuum o dimens·on, f tor an lysis can be used to test for
the empirical existence of that dimension (Rununel, 1970:30). If it
is assumed that a scale or inventory measures only one dimension or
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continuum, the items in the scale or inventory "should be
domina ed by only one factor'' (Nunnally, 1967: 187).
Two models, a "weak" model and a "strong" model are proposed
for testing the h�pothesis that the items in a scale or inventory
are "dominated by only one factor" (Nunnally, 1967:187). Both
models pose the question: Is there one factor that summarizes most
of the total variance of the items in the scale or 'nventory? (Car wright, 1965:250). In both models, the question of unidimensionality
is considered sepe at ly from the question of how many d"mensions
are present in the items. In both models, the question of uni
dimensionality is concerned with he amount•.•of total variance among
the items that is summarized by the first µntotated p:rd:ncipal axes
factor (Cartwright, 1965:250). The focus of the hypothesis testing
is on the f�rst unrotated principal axes factor because this factor,
by statistical derivation, must account for the largest amount of
total variance among the items (Rummel, 1970:340). It should be
emphasized that the percentage of total variance accounted for by
the first unrotated principal axes factor is a fixed proper y;
regardless of the number of factors extracted from the items, it will
not change. The distinctions between the "weak" and "strong" models
for testing the hypothesis of unidimensionality will be discussed at
a ia.t�i:' point.
Hypotheses concerning the unidimensionality of scales and in
ventories are inadequately tested in terms of resolving the question
of how many seperate dimensions or factors are present in the items
being analyzed. Ferfectly unidimensional scales or inventories are
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a e probably non-existent and most scales and inventories are
likely to contain several factors. While various "rules of thumb"
are available for delineating the number of factors in a set of
items, these rules are not always consis ent with one another nor
do they provide any firm assurance that the correct number of fac
tors has been ident·fied. Given that at

east more than one factor

is likely to be present in any scale or inventory, the major sub
stantive problem is to assess the relativ

importance of the

act rs

in relation to some standard criterion. The standard c iterion en�--''>'
voked in this study is the amount of otal variance that each of
the factors summarizes. A clear distinction is made between one
factor accounting for more variance than the other factors consider
ed individually (35% versus 30%, 25%, 10%); a condition which, being
the result of the statistical derivation of the factors, occurs when
ever the principal axes technique is applied; and one fac or accoun ing for most of the total va iance of the items in

he scale or

i ventory (63% versus the prev· ous 357.)."'''Mos.t"of. he!·tota.bvariance
is evalu ted in rel

ionship to 1007. of the total variance of the

items in a scale or inventory. For the p rposes f this study, "most"
is operationally defined as 50% of the total variance. The under
lying rationale for specifying 50% of the total variance as an
operational definition of unidimensionality is that the items in a
scale or inventory should measure ene�common�core. The 50% figure
·nsures that the items measure one core more than they measure any
thing else, regardless of whether or not th t anyth"ng else ·s com
posed of a number of other smaller cores, specific variances or error
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variances. A more conservative operational definition of unidimen
sionality would cons·st of specifying larger amounts of total
variance to be accounted for by the first unrotated pr· cipal axes
factor.
It should be stressed that the percentage of tot 1 variance
rather than the percentage of extracted total variance accounted
for by the first unrotated pr·ncipal axes factor is the focal
concern in testing hypotheses about unidi ensionality. If the per
centage of extracted total variance (see Rummel, 1970:138) is
used as he criterion of unidimensionality, certain statistical
artifacts will arise. This approach to the question of unidimen
sionality presu poses tha the question about the numbe of factors
present in the items has been resolved in terms of a certain number
of factors which must be larger than one or the percentage of
extracted total variance equals

looi.

If two factors have been

identified, the percentage of extracted variance explained by
first unrotated factor will be greater than 50% by stat·stica
definition alone. The percentage of extracted total variance account
ed for by each of the extracted factors changes as the number of
factors extracted changes. Using the percentage of extracted total
v riance as a criterion of unidi ensionality makes the implicit
assump ion that the variance extracted by the factors can be con
sidered independently from the total variance of the items in the
scale or inventory. Using this approach to the question of uni
dimensionality, a researcher could easily be led to the conclusion
that a scale or inventory was unidimensional when one factor account-
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ed for more than 50% of the extracted total var·ance bu

s ·11

only accounted for less than 50% of he total varian e of the i ems
in the scale or inventory.
A ••weak"

model for testing the hypothesis of unidimensional· ty

is p oposed as being operative when a component factor analysis
is utilized to assess the items in a scale or inventory. It has been
kes the

previously ind·cated that a component factor analysis

assumption that all the items in a scale or inventory have 100% of
their var·ance in common with all the items in the scale or in
ventory. As indicated by Rummel, (1970:112) and o hers (Harma , 1967:
28J Cattell, 19521157; Guilford, 1954s494); component factor
an unknown combina i n of common, specific and erro

are

variance.

Within a co ponent fac or analysis, 50% of the total variance of
the ·t ms ·

the scale or inventory could be accounted for by a

factor that is an unknown combination of common, specific and
error variance. A "weak" model for assessing the hypothesis of uni
dimensionality provides a est for a necessary but not sufficien
condition of unidimensional"ty.
A "strong" model for test·ng he hypothesis of unidimension
ality is proposed as being operat ··ve when a proper common fac or
analysis is utilized to assess the items in a scale or inve tory.
A proper common factor analysis is a common factor analysis that
ext acts eigenvalues grea er than or equal to ze o; ·no
esultant ei envalues are nega ive.

of'·the

proper common f ctor analys·s

via ·mage analys·s insures that the first unro a ed principal axes
factor will not be inflated as

esult of the contribut·ons of any
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negative eigenvalues. As ·

was previously indicated, a conunon

factor analysis makes the assumption that o ly the common variance
among the items in a scale or inventory is being factored. If the
fir

unrotated principal axes factor accounts for ore han 50%

of the total variance of the items, this evidence would const·
tute statistical support for the ne essary and suffic·en

ond·-

ion for the unidimensionality of the items in a scale or inven
tory.
If
ship

s hypothesized th
xists

analysi

a parti

ar pa tern of relation-

ng the i ems in a scale or inventory, factor

can be used to verify the existence of those patte

(Rummel, 1970:30).

n Chapter�

, the previous research of Cran

dell and Dohrenwend (1967) was rev·ewed. In a ge eral sense,

heir

work can be viewed as an attempt to specify a pattern of clini al
relationships among the items in the 22 I em Mental Health n
ventory. Indirectly, their work has questioned the assumption
th t the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory measure
just one continuum; the continuum of mental health and mental dis
order. Their research has suggested that the ite
Mental Heal h Invento y may

'ndicators of four conceptuall

different do ins that ay or
other.

in th 22 Item

s hypothesized t

y o be h.
the i

y relate

on

in a scale or inven-

tory are indicators of particular conceptual domains, factor analy
sis can be used to verify that the concep ually hypothesized
pattern of relationships is empirically refl cted in the data
(Rummel, 1970:30). I
,,,., ·-

is assumed that

:�

, \.,

he clinical judgmen

of par_
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ticular items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory as psycho
logical, psychophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms.
will have a relationship to how those symptoms are empirically
expressed by respandents, otherwise it makes little sense to
sununate the symptom respanses across the items in the various sub
scales.
The question of unidimensionality or the question of the number
of factors present in the items is not the question under considera
tion at this paint. The appropriate question deals with the struc
tural pattern of relationships between the items that are conceptual
ized as representing four different conceptual domains (Cartwright,
19651250). The hypathesis is tested by extracting the first four
principal axes factors, rotating the factor matrix either orthogonal
ly or obliquely, and checking the pattern of relationships. Only
four factors are extracted because four conceptual domains are
hypathesized. Since principal axes factor analysis is utilized,
these four factors will account for more of the total variance of
the items than any other four factors and thus they will be better
empirical representations of the four hypathesized conceptual do
mains than any other four factors. Of course, there should be
adequate statistical evidence indicating that four factors are pre
sent in the items. Since Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) have not
specifically indicated whether or not the symptom subscales of the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory should be correlated with one an
other, both orthogonal and oblique rotations are utilized.to test
for the pattern of hypathesized relationships. Companent factor analy-
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sis

and

an image factor analysis are utilized to test the hypotheis

in order to provide a tri�ulation of methods. If the conceptual
iz.ed pattern of relationships among the items has empirical support,
the items hypothesized to be part of one conceptual domainnwill have
their largest absolute factor loadings on just one factor.
Factor analytic hypotheses
The specific research hypotheses concerning the items in the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory that are to be tested in this
study area
l. The first unrotated principal axes component factor analysis
factor e�tracted from the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory will account for more than 50% of the total
variance of the items.
2. The first unrotated -principal axes image factor analysis fac
tor extracted from the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventsory will accowit for more than 50% of the total
variance of the items.
3. The items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory previously
defined by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) as psychological,
psychophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms
will have their largest absolute factor loadings on seperate
factors when four principal axes component factor analysis
factors are extracted from the items and rotated orthogonal
ly (varimax).
4. The items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory previously
d�fined by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) as psychological,
psychophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms
will have their largest absolute factor loadings on separate
factors when four principal axes component factor analysis
factors a.re extracted from the items and rotated obliquely
(biquartimin).
s. The items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory previously
defined by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) as psychological,
psychophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms
will have their largest absolute factor loadings on separate
factors when four principal axes image factor analysis fac
tors are extracted from the items and rotated orthogonally
(variJDB),
6.• The items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory previously
defined by Crandell and Oohrenwend (1967) as psychological,
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psychophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms
will have their largest absolute factor loadings on separate
factors when four principal axes image factor analysis fac
tors are extracted from the items and rotated obliquely
(biquartimin).

CHAPTER V
METHODOLOGY
Introduction
This study is based on a secondary analysis of 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory data collected from a sample of respondents in
KalamazoorCounty, Michigan. Previous research findings and substan
tive interpretations of the orginal data have been given by Manis
and his colleagues (1963, 1964).
Study Location
The study was conducted in Kalamazoo County, Michigan, located
midway between Detroit and Chicago. According to the-1960
Census, the total population of the county was 169,712. Of this
number, 82,089 resided in the city of Kalamazoo and 52,024 in
other urban communities. The population is predominantly
white, native born Protestant. Only 3.6 per cent are non-white.
People of Dutch orgin are the largest ethnic group. The educa
tional and occupational levels of the community are compara
tively high, due in part to the presence of a large state uni
versity, two private colleges and two major industries with
large research and technical staffs. A state hospital for the
mentally ill is located in the city of Kalamazoo. Its patient
population of about 3,000 is drawn primarily from the sur
rounding area. (Manis, et al., 1964185)
Sample
The Kalamazoo County data were:
based on a two-stage sample designed by Leslie Kish and Bernard
Lazerwitz of the University of Michigan Survey Research Center.
From a three-strata 8% master sample of dwelling units, a one
third systematic subsample was drawn from each stratum. Of the
orgihal 1,361 addresses, 42 were unoccupied, 18 were not resi
dential and 10 could not be located. 1,293 households were
66
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actually contacted but 48 were not at home (after 4 calls),
53 were refusals and 9 schedules were incomplete. (Manis et
al., 19631109)
Since previous studies of the prevalence of untreated mental
disorder have typically utilized the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory within restricted age ranges (see Srole et al., 1962;
Dohrenwend, 1966aJ Langner, 1965; Phillips, 1969; Haberman, 1972)
only the 945 respondents in the age range of twenty to fifty-nine
were included in the present study. The decision to limit the age
range of the respondents was an attempt to make the results of
this study more comparable to previous resej.rch.
The age distribution of the 945 respondents in the final sam
ple varied less than 3.5% for any age group (basedontten-.yea' 1r· incre
ments)

fro11

the age group distribution of the Kalamazoo County

population according to the 1960 Census figures
the Census, 1962).
According to the 1960 Census figures

(u.s. Bureau of

(u.s. Bureau of the

Census, 1962), the final sample of 945 respondents in the present
study underrepresented the percentage of 11&1.es in the age range
twenty to fifty-nine by 26%. This sample bias was not a result of
limiting the age distribution in the final sample of 945 respondents,
as the orginal Kalamazoo Cowity sample of 1,183 also underrepresented
males (Manis et al., 1964187). This characteristic of the data
sample indicated that 22 Item Mental Health Inventory data from
males and females .would have be separately analyzed, otherwise the
results of a single analysis could not be deemed to be representa
tive of the total population, the males in the population or the
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females in the population. Rather than being a research limitation,
the nature of the data sample and its necessity to control for sex
forcibly structured a research methodology which possessed more
precision. There appears to be a consensus among mental health re
searchers that females score higher than males on mental health
symptom inventories (Engelsmann et al., 197113). Phillips and Segal
(1969) have suggested that this may occur because of differing sick
role expectations for males and females. While the present data does
not allow a pursuit of this question, it does suggest that sex
should be controlled while testing the hypotheses indicated in Chap
ter IV. It is plausible that the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory may
be unidimensional for one sex but not the other sex. It is also
plausible that the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory may
have a particular pattern of relationships to each other that are
not generaliziable across the sexes.
The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory in the Kalamazoo County Study
The frequency and percentage distribution of responses to
each of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory, as it was
utilized in the Kalamazoo County study, is given for males and fe
males in Table 5-1.
A comparison of the items used in the Kalamazoo County study
with the items used in the Midtown Manhattan study indicates some
variation in the items between the two studies (see Table 2-1. and
Table 5-1.). Most of the variation in the questions appears to be
that questions phrased in the first person in the Midtown study are

Table 5-1.

Questions, Frequencies and Percentages of Symptom Responses for
on the 22 Item Mental Health lnventorya Kalamazoo County study.

-

Question

Responses

Males

Males
No.

%

and Females
Females
No.

%

1. Are you ever bothered by headaches?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don•t Know or
No Answer

14
88
119

6.3
39.8
53.9

95
364
265

13.1
so.3
36.6

2. Do you ever have trouble getting to
sleep or staying asleep?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don•t Know or
No Answer

17
45

7.7
20.4
72.0

71
174
479

9.8
24.0
66.2

·3. Do your hands ever tremble enough to
bother you?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don,t Know or
No Answer

3
12
206

1.4
S.4
93.2

20
55
649

2.8
7.6
89.6

4. Have you ever been bothered by shortness of breath when you were not
exerotsing or working hard?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know or

5
30
186

2.3
13.6
84.2

39
120
564

5.4
16.6
77.9
.1

5. Have you ever been bothered by "cold
sweats"?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know or
No Answer

3
29
189

1.4
13.1
85.5

19
95
609

2.6
13.l
84.1
.1

159

1

1

Table 5-1. Continued

178

1.4
18.1
80.5

43
156
524
i

5.9
21.6
72.4
.1

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know or
No Answer

31
97
93

14.0
43.9
42.1

194
367
163

26.8
50.7
22.s

8. Have you ever had any fainting
spells?

1. Never
2. A few times
*3. More than a
few ti111es
4. Don• t Know or
No Answer

207
11
3

93.7
5.0
1,4

587
112
25

81.1
15.5
3,5

9. How would you describe your appetite?

*l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Poor
Fair
Good
Too good
Don't Know or
No Answer·

5

2.3
9.1
67.4
21.3

22
85
369
248

3.0
11.7
51.0
34.3

1.
2.
*3.
*4.

27
High spirits
183
Good spirits
9
Low spirits
Very low spirits 1
Don't Know or
1
No Answer

12.2
82.8
4.1

74
614
29

10.2
84.8
4.0

.5

1

.1

*1•
2.
3.
4.

Often
Sometimes
Never
Don't Know or
No Answer

7. Have you ever been bothered by
nervousness (irritable. fidgety,
tense)?

*l.
2.
3.
4.

6. Have you ever been bothered by your
heart beating hard?

10. In general, would you say that most
of the time you are ins

s.

3

40

20

149
47

.s

6

.a

-..J
0

Table 5-1. Continued
11. You are the worrying type.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

82
139

37.1
62.9

351
372
1

48.5
51.4
.1

12. You feel SOJ18What apart even among
friends.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

43
177
1

19.5
80.1
.5

130
592
2

18.0
81.8
.3

13. You feel weak all over much of the
time.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

13
208

5.9
94.1

59
665

8.2
91.9

14. You have periods of such restlessness
that you cannot sit long in a chair.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

77
144

34.8
65.2

206
518

28.5
71.6

15. You are bothered by acid (sour)
stomach several times a week.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

35
186

15.8
84.2

97
627

13.4
86.6

16. Your memory seems to be all right.

1. Yes
*2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

206
15

93.2
6.8

659
64
1

91.0
8.8
.1

--.J
t,-1

Table 5-1.

Continued

17. Every so often you feel hot all over.

*1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

19
202

8.6
91.4

146
578

20.2
79.8

18. You have had periods of days, weeks,
or months when you couldn't "get
going."

*1. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

71
149
1

32.1
67.4
.5

351
371
2

48.5
51.2
.3

19. There seems to be a fallD•
(clogging) in your head or nose
much of the time.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

43
178

19.5
80.5

123
609
1

17.0
82.9
.1

20. No�hing ever turns out for you the
way you want it to.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

23
198

10.4
89.6

87
636
1

12.0
87.9
.1

21. You have personal worries that get
you down physically.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

19
202

8.6
91.4

134
590

18.5
81.5

22. You sometimes can't help wondering
whether anything is worthwhile anymore.

*l. Yes
2. No
3. Don't Know or
No Answer

57
167

25.8
74.2

234
490

32.3
67.7

-

An asterisk indicates responses that were scored as symptoms in the present study.
-.J
N
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phrased in the second person in the Kalamazoo County study (see
items 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 20, 21 in Tables 2-1 and 5-1).
A comparison of the items used in the Washington Heights study with
the items used in the Midtown Manhattan study indicates that many of
the items phrased in the first person in the Midtown study were also
phrased in the second person in the Washington Heights study (see
Crandell and Dohrenwend, 196711529). A few of the questions in the
Kalamazoo County study appeared without certain words or phrases
that were used in the Midtown study. As a specific example, item 18
occured without the phrase "couldn't take care of things." These
minor discrepancies can be accounted for by the fact that questions
used in the Kalamazoo County study were obtained from the Midtown
researchers "prior to the publication of New York Midtown Man
hattan Study findings" (Manis et al., 19631108). It has been sug
gested that considerable care should be exercised in making com
parisons between items that vary in wording across mental health
studies that have used symptom inventories (U.S. Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, 197012-3). These variations in word
ing also suggest that extreme caution should be used in making com
parisons of swmary statistics that are based on items that vary
across mental health studies.
Scoring Procedure
The scoring procedure applied to the items in the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory in the present study conforms to the scoring pro
cedure orginally reported by Langner (1962). As Meile and Haese
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(19691238) have noted, there was a difference in the scoring pro
cedure applied to the item concerning "spirits" (see item 10 in
Table 5-1) in the Kalamazoo County study and the Midtown study.
Langner (19621271) scored both "low spirits" and "very low spirits"
as symptoms while Manis et al. (19631114) scored just "very low
spirits" as a symptom. The scoring procedure applied in this study
scored both "very low spirits" and "low spirits" as symptoms.
Responses to the questions in the 22 Item Mental Health Inven
tory were coded dichtomously. Positive symptom responses, as indicat
ed by an asterisk in Table 5-1, were coded as 1 1'. Non-symptom re
sponses, including "Don't Know" and �No ,Answer" responses, were
coded as

•o•

in conformity to Langner•s scoring procedure for the

Midtown data (Langner, 19621271).
The frequency and percentage distribution of total scores on
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory with accompanying means and
standard deviations -are given for males, females, and the total sam
ple in Table 5-2.
Table 5-2. Frequency and Percentage Distribution of Total Scores on
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for Males, Females,
and the Total Sample.
Total Scores

0
1
2
3
4

s

Males

Females

No.

%

No.

36
54
35
30
23
20

16.3
24.4
15.8
13.6
10.4
9.0

78
142
117
93

%

10.8
19.6
16.2
12.8
81 11.2
52 7.2

Total Sample
No.

%

114
196
152
123
1 4

12.1
20.7
16.1
13.0

n·

11.0

7.6
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Table 5-2.

Continued

Total Scores

No-.
6
7
8
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
Totals
Means
Standard Deviations

Females

Males
%

7
5
5
2

7.6
2.3
2.3
.9

1
1
1
1

.5
.5
.5

221
2.67
2.48

.s

No.
56
31
24
12
14
4
9
1
5
3
1
1
724
3.52
3.04

%

7.7
4.3
3.3
1.7
1.9
.6
1.2
.1
.7
.4
.1
.1

Total Sample
No.
63
36
29
14
14
5
10
2
6
3
1
1

%

6.7
3.8
3.1
1.5
1.5
.5
1.1
.2
.6
.3
.1
.1

945
3.32
2.94

Correlation Matrices
The dichotomously scored responses to the questions in the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory were separately intercorrelated for
for the 221 males 724 females in the final sample. As indicated
previously in Chapter IV, phi correlation coefficients based on
standard product-moment procedures were selected for utilization in
this study. The correlation matrix for males is given in Table 5-3.
Several descriptive statistics of the correlation matrix, such as,
the mean correlation, its standard deviation and the range of the
correlation coefficients, are also shown in Table 5-3. The cor
relation matrix for females with similar descriptive statistics
is given in Table 5-4.

Correlation Matrix of Items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for Males.

Table 5-3.
1
1. 100
2. 13
3. -03
4. 09
5. 13
6. 13
7. 22
8. -03
9. 34
10. 39
11. 11
12. 20
13. 17
14. 00
15. 14
16. 00
17. 12
18. 06
19. 06
20. 03
21. 25
22. 10

2
100

26
18
11
26
32
-03
30
26
16
07
14
18
06
06
09
17
12
12
21
18

3

100
-02
-01
-01
07
-01
-02
16
-01
04
30
-00
�05
28
10
09
04
22
10
11

4

100
25
77
29
25
39
11
07
00

22
08
02
-04
06
09
08
05
06
12

Mean Correlation
Standard Deviation
Range

5

6

100
32
18
32
-02
-03
15
04
14
00
-05
-03
24
00
04
22
24
11

100
29
32
25
16
07
04
14
00
06
-03
-04
09
04
09
10
11

7

Mental Health Inventory Items
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15

100
01100
29 -02
16 -03
34 07
16 -06
40 -03
20 -09
29 -05
05 -03
06 -04
22 00
20 -06
20 09
29 -04
06 02

.15
.22
-.09 to 1.00

100
26
14
00
22
14
10
-04
06
03
08
-06
28
19

100
05
17
22
11
08
-06
09
22
00
21
32
27

100
17
13
11
18
-02
-04
07
10
-02
13
04

100
02
02
04
05
09
15
08
02
13
02

1.00
06
o5
01
13
08
17
29
27
16

100
01100
07 03
01 04
13 05
07 01
09 18
08 00
11 03

25th Percentile
50th Percentile
75th Percentile

16

17

18

100
05
12
-04
08
05
09

100
20
13
11
08
19

100
18
11
13
28

19

20 21

22

100
06 100
09 16 100
21 14 23 100

.04
.10
.20

.....
°'

Table 5-4.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

Correlation Matrix of Items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for Females.

1

2

3

100
30
18
27
19
21
26
08
05
05
17
06
21
12
11
OS
13
16
21
16
18
11

100
20
17
27
23
30
06
13
14
22
06
11
13
16
06
17
06
12
09
24
20

100
18
18
10
22
06
07
12
12
-1>1
, 10
16
03
04
10
11
10
04
14
19

4

100
23
. 48
23
02
17
15
11
03
::22

07
07
03
14
11
09
18
20
08

Mean Correlation
Standard Deviation
Range

5

6

7

100
14
21
11
12
08
07
04
'-10
09
14
07
18
08
20
05
14
09

100
26
05
09
11
11
10
- 14
05
11
00
19
11
01
14
18
13

100
18
13
24
38
13
_22
22
23
06
17
20
15
13
34
24

Mental Health Inventory Items
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

100
14
-01
03
07
08

07
04
02
06
09
06
02
12
05

.17
.20
-.OJ to 1.00

100
15
10
00
-.27
12
07
06
OS
13
07
18
18
14

100
13
18
24
09
10
07
08
10
09
17
21
24

100
13
18
17
14
08
07
10
09
10
29
22

100
06
18
08
03
02
08
06
13
10
23

100
14
18
14
10
21
19
22
29
20

100
11
03
04
16
17
17
20
25

100
05
16
15
03
15
14
12

25th Percentile
50th Percentile
75th Percentile

100
01
08
07
-03
10
04

100
13
05
04
12
09

100
07
13
21
22

20

21

22

100
04 100
10 17 100
09 24 30 100

.01
.13
.19

""
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Image Covariance Matrices
The image covariance matrices for the dichGtomously�·sc: ored

responses to the questions in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
were calculated from the previously calculated product-moment
correlation matrices for males and females. The procedures and
computer program given by Horst (19651365-369, 646-647) for cal
culating image covariance ma.trices were converted to utiliza
tion with an available P.D.P.-10 computer.1 The accuracy of the
converted program was documented against the example data and re
sults given by Horst (19651365-369).
The image covariance matrix for males with the identical de
scriptive statistics calculated for the previous correlation
matrices is given in Table S-5. The image covariance matrix for
females with identical descriptive statistics is given in Table
S-6.
Factor Analytic Procedures
General procedures
The principal axes factor analysis program of the Biomedical
Computer Program.s - _! Series (Dixon, 1969) package, BMDX72, was
utilized for all the factor analyses reported in this study. All the
factor analyses were based on the correlation matrices or image co1sam Anema of Western Michigan University's Computer Center
staff indicated the technical revisions needed in the program.

Image Covariance Matrix of Items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for Males.

Table'S...S.
1

3

4

5

1. 30
2. 16 31
3. 04 07 28
4. l.{+ �4 -91 68
s. o, 07 04 24
6. 10 16 00 54
7. 19 22 11 27
8� 00 06 -OS 24
9. 17 17 03 24
10. 18 19 09 13
11. 12 11 00 07
12. 09 09 02 01
13. 13 23 11 16
14. 07 10 06 02
15. 07 10 00 06
16. -06 07 05 -04
17. 08 06 06 00
18. 09 14 10 07
19. 03 09 04 07
20. 09 11 1 4 06
21. 24 21 10 12
22. 14 15 11 12

38
25
17
15
10
10
05
OS
12
-02
04
01
03
08
07
09
08
07

----,

2

Mean Covariance
Standard Deviation
Range

6

68
26
24
30
12
11
02
17
07
02
-04
07

Mental Heal..th.. Inventory Items
8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

7

45
03
25
21
21
10
22
12
12
02
09
08 11
05 12
09 16
10 20
10 17

22
-03
-04
02
00
04
-02
00
-02
02
-02
-01
04
04
· 00

.10
.09
-.06 to .68

41
24
11
07
19
10
07
-02
04
11
09
03
15
11

38
06
10
18
06
08
07
07
13
10
10
20
16

19
OS
10
07
06
00
06
06
06

09
13
03

12
08
04
07
02
03
09
04
04
09
06

35
09
11
07
10
13
11
16
21
12

12
07
00
OS
09
06
04
10
07

17

18
01 14
-02 04 20
08 04 07
05 04 07
02 05 11
08 01 13
00 02 12

25th Percentile
50th Percentile
75th Percentile

18 19

22
10
10
11
13

.04
.09
.13

20 21 22

13
04 25
09 14 30
06 11 15 23

Image Covariance Matrix of Items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for Females.

Table 5-6.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

22
·· 15
12
17
17
19
21
06
12
12
14
05
14
12
11
05
11
09
09
08
17
14

.'.'.24
14
20
14
15
24
08
07
10
16
08
17
12
11
04
12
12
11
10
18
14

13
11
11
13
16
04
08
08
11
06
11
08
08
03
08
09
09
08
15
09

32
14
19
21
07
10
11
11
05
17
08
10
03
13
11
08
12
16
13

18
16
17
06
10
10
12
03
13
09
08
05
10
09
09
08
14
10

29
18
04
11
12
13
04
14
08
09
03
11
09
07
12
16
10

34
07
14
14
19
12
22
16
14
07
14
15
12
15
26
22

Mean Covariance
Standard Deviation
Range

Mental Health Inventor:, Items
9 10 11 12 13 14 15
8

07
03
06
08
01
07
06
05
02
04
06
04
07
06

.11

.os

OS

.01 to .34

14
10
08
06
13
08
08
04
06
09
07
09
15
12

17
15
07
14
13
10
04
06
10
06
11
16
16

21
08
14
14
11
05
08
12
09
11
19
16

11
09
07
06
01
04
07
04
08
11
10

25
14
11
06
10
15
10
14
20
17

16 17

15
08 11
04 03 04
06 07 03 10
10 09 04 07
07 07 05 05
10 07 04 07
15 14 06 11
16 12 05 08

25th Percentile
50th Percentile
75th Percentile

18 19 20 21 22

13
07
11
15
12

.01
.10
.14

11
07 15
11 15
08 13

25
20

24
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variance matrices given in Tables 5-3, 5-4, 5-5,

and

5-6 as intial

input data. The number of factors extracted and the types of
analytical rotations utilized were specified by the control state
ments incorporated into the BMDX72 program.
Factor analytic procedures for testing unidimensionality
While the factor analytic procedures for testing the hypo
thesis that the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is unidimensional
may appear complex, they are easy to comprehend with a few general
guidelines.
The major concern and central focus in testing the hypothesis
is the amount of total variance accounted for by t·he first unrotat
ed factors in the various analyses. As indicated in Chapter IV, two
models have been proposed for testing the hypothesis of unidimen
sionality; a "strong" model and a "weak" model. Although different
models are utilized to test the hypothesis, the major focus does
not change from the percentage of total variance accounted for by
the first unrotated factor.
Since 22 Item Mental Health Inventory data from males and fe
males are seperately analyzed in this study, four different pro-,;
cedures are used to examine the hypothesis tha.t the 22 Item Mental
Health is unidimensional. Those procedures ares
1. Principal axes factor analysis of the correlation matrix
for males.
2. Principal axes factor analysis of the correlation matrix
for females.
3. Principal axes factor analysis of the image covariance
matrix for males.
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4. Principal axes factor analysis of the image covariance
matrix for females.
Factor analytic procedures for testing! pattern of relationships
While the factor analytic procedures indicated for testing the
hypothesis that a specific pattern of relationships exists between
the items the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory appear complex, they
are in fact only repetitions of a general procedure.
The major concern for each of the procedures indicated is the
pattern of the largest absolute factor loadings for each of the
items in the rotated factor matrices. A component factor analysis
and a image factor analysis are utilized to insure that the results
are not an artifact of the particular factor analytic techniques
used. Since Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) do not specify whether
or not their hypothesized symptom subgroups of psychological, psy
chophysiological, physiological, and ambiguous symptoms should be
independent or correlated, the four factors in each of the analyses
are rotated orthogonally, forcing independence between the dimen
sions,

and

obliquely, allowing for the possibility that the dimen

sions are -related.
Since 22 Item Mental Health Invento-ry data from males and fe
males are separately analyzed, eight different procedures a-re used
to test the hypothesis that a specific pattern of rel,ationships
exists among the items. Those procedures are,
1. Extraction of four factors from the correlation matrix for
males and orthogonal varimax rotation.
2. Extraction of four factors from the correlation matrix for
males and oblique biquartimin rotation.
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3. Extraction of four factors from the correlation matrix for
females and orthogonal varimax rotation.
4. Extraction of four factors from the correlation matrix for
females and oblique biquartimin rotation.
s. Extraction of four factors from the image covariance matrix
for males and orthogonal varimax rotation.
6. Extraction of four factors from the image covariance matrix
for males and oblique biquartimin rotation.
7. Extraction of fourf"acl:Ul.'!S from the image covariance matrix
for females and orthogonal varimax rotation.
8. Extraction of four factors from the image covariance matrix
for females and oblique biquartimin rotation.

CHAPTER VI
RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS
Factor Analytic Results

and

Conclusions

Factor analysis tables
Since a large proportion of the findings of this study are
based on factor analytic procedures and resulting factor analysis
tables, the format of these tables will be briefly discussed,
The general format of the factor analysis tables reported in
this study conforms to the format utilized by Rummel (19701138).
Each factor analysis table is labeled with information that makes
that table distinctive from all other tables and clearly indicates
the specific factor analytic procedures that were utilized to
generate that table.
While there are a large number of factor analysis tables given
in this study, all the tables can be easily comprehended and logi
cally related to one another with a few organizing principles, There
are only four primary factor analysis tables presented in this
study. These primary tables; Tables 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4J are the
unrotated principal axes component factor analysis and image factor
analysis solutions for four factors that were a result of separately
analyzing 22 Item Mental Health Inventory from males and females.
These tables are primary in the sense that all other factor analytic
results reported in this study were directly calculated from these
84
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intti.al:m,1;tit1oll'l3,. These primary factor analysis solutions when
rotated orthogonally and obliquely generated eight secondary factor
analysis solutions.
Each of the primary factor analysis solutions tests the hypo
thesis that the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is unidimensional
for either males or females under a "strong" or ttweak" model.
The secondary factor analysis solutions test the hypathesis
that a specific pattern of relationships exists among the items
in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory.
While the four primary factor analysis tables contain in
formation on four unrotated factors instead of just the first
unrotated factor, it should be noted that the percentage of total
variance accounted for by the first unrotated factor would be the
same regardless of the number of factors extracted. An unrotated
principal axes factor analysis solution is a unique mathematical
solution based on all the data in a matrix regardless of the num
ber of factors extracted (Rummel, 19701345).
All the necessary information that is needed to substantively
interpret the factor analytic results presented in each table is
given with the body of the table. Each factor analysis table gives
a brief description of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory. The items are also presented in terms of the Psychological,
Psychophysiological, Physiological, and Ambiguous symptom subscales
hypathesized by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967). All unrotated
factor analysis solutions give the eigenvalues associated with each
of the four factors extracted. All unrotated and orthogonallrrotated
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factor analysis solutions indicate the calculated communalities (h )

for the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory. Each of the
unrotated and orthogonally rotated factor analysis solutions give
the percentage of total variance in the 22 Item Mental Health In
ventory that is accounted for by each of the factors. Each of the
unrotated and orthogonally rotated factor analysis solutions also
gives the percentage of total extracted component or common variance
that is accounted for by each of the four extracted factors. Since
oblique factor loadings are loadings on a pattern coordinate axes,
the calculated communalities of the items

and

the percentage of

total variance accounted for by each factor can not be directly
derived from the factor loadings

and

hence they are not given (Rum

mel, 1970a389J Harman, 19671290). The obliquely rotated factor
analysis solutions, however, do give a factor correlation matrix
for the four factors. These factor correlations are interpreted as
product moment correlations between the factors. If squared, these
correlations indicate the degree to which the factors share compo
nent or coJIIDOn variance. To facilitate an interpretation of the
pattern of relationships among the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory, the largest absolute factor loadings for each item in the
rotated factor analysis solutions are enclosed in parentheses.
Factor analytic results in testing� hypothesis� unidimensionality
The results of factor analytically testing the hypothesis that
the items in the 2 2 Item Mental Health Inventory are unidimensional
are given in Tables 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, and 6-4.

An

examination of the

Table 6-1. Unrotated Principal Axes Component Factor Matrix for
Males
Symptom Subscales
Item

No.

Symptom

Factors
I

II

III

IV

2.
7.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Psychological Symptoms
Trquble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, ·low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Res l�ssness, 1 yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn•t get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worth
while, yes

.54
.66
.52
.33
.24
.25
.07
.37
.36

-.10
.02
-.26
.03
-.21
-.18
-.29
-.27
-.16

-.02
-.16
-.15
-.28
-.15
-,15
.34
.16
.44
.20

-.03
.45
-.37
.52
.12
.17
,14
-.03
.24
-.34

.31
.66

1.
5.
13.
17.
21.

Psychophysiological Symptoms
Headaches, often
Cold sweats, often
Feel weak all over, yes
Hot all over, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically

.45
.37
.54
.26
.53

-.11

.38
-.14
-.20
-.19

-.37
.38
.16
.30
-.04

-.23
.12
.08
-.14
-.14

.40
.44
.34
.22
.34

.53
.28
.14

.10
-.15
.58

-.44
.04
.33

-.30
.06
,09

.57
.11
.47

.24
.54
.54

-.37
.62
.66
-.10

.49
.02

-.01
-.14
-.10
.49

.43
.70
.74
.38

Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
a. Fainting spells, more
than a few times
3.
4.
6.
15.

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

Percentage Total Variance
Percentage Component Variance
Eigenvalues

.42

.22

-.21

.01

-.28

.so

.46
.14
.is
.22
.24
.41
.37

16.90 8.96 7.14 6.05 39.05
43.27 22.95 18.30 15.48
3.72 1.97 1.57 1.33
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Tabl� 6-2, Unrotated Principal Axes Component Factor Matrix for
Females
Symptom Subscales
Item No,

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
7. Nervous, often
10. Spirits, low and very low
11. Worrying type, yes
12. Feel apart, yes
14. Restlessness, yes
16, Memory all right, no
18, Couldn't get going, yes
20. Nothing turns out, yes
22. Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes
2.

Psychophysiological Symptoms

1. Headaches, often

s.
13,
17,
21.

Cold sweats, often
Feel weak all over, yes
Hot all over, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

Physiological Symptoms
Appetite,
poor
9,
19. Fullness in head, yes
s. Fainting spells, more
than a few times
3,
4,
6,
15.

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Beart�beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

Factors
I

.ill

,51
,64
.41
,46

.24
.01
-.27

,40
,16
,39
,38
.so

-,16

·2

III

IV

-.25
-,41

,19
.14
-.21
,15
-.09
.20
,24
-,03
-.43
-.os

-,26
-.22
.01
-.30
-,35
-.10
,28
.21
.11
-.17

.42
,48
,28
.36
,35
,33
,17
,22
,41
,45

,31
,36
-.11
,30
-.17

,14
,27
-.07
-,03
.oo

-,06
,16
,47
-.09
.01

,36
,40
.s2
.20
• 37

,36 · -.10
,04
.30
.21
.01

-.15
.47
,23

,54
.20
.22

,46

.
,17
,46
,43
-,06

-,40
-.46
-.os

,26

-.11
,07
-.17

.25
,61
,63
,13

.26

,49
,42
,53
,32
,58

,38
,49
.45
,35

-.18

-.39
-,34
-,07

"

I

1.

-.os

h

.35'

.is

18,05 6,73 5,68 5,45 35,91
Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Component Variance 50,28 18,74 15,82 15,17
Eigenvalues
3,97 1,48 1,25 1.20

Table 6-'J. Unrotated Principal Axes Image Factor Matrix for Males
Symptom Subscales
It� No

Symptoms

Factors
2

I

II

III

IV

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
NeJtVous, often
SpiTits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

.44
.55
.41
.25
.17
.18
.04
.27
.26
.31

-.11.
-.08
-.23
-.07
-.13
-.13
-.13
-.17
-.15
-.15

.02
.04
.10
.04
.01
-.15
-.01
-.28
-.08

.01
.01
-.20
.13
-.03
.02
-.18
-.10
.11
.01

.20
.31
.27
.09

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13. Feel weak all over, yes
17. Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

.35
.32
.44
.18
.40

-.16
.20
-.16
-.15
-.23

. 19
-.26
-.09
-.16
.oo

.26
-.17
-.07
.16
.19

.25
.24
.23
.11
.2s

Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, paor
19. Fullness in head, yes
8. Fainting spells, more
than a few times

.46
.20
.15

.01
-.10
.33

.31
-.03
-.17

-.16
-.12
.12

.33
.06
.17

.16
• 58
.58
.17

-.24
.so
.51
-.09

-.25
.03
-.01
.12

-.05
.02
.01
-.09

.15
.59
• 59
.06

2.
7
10.
11.
12,
l4 1
16.
18.
20.
22.

3.
4.
6.
15 .

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Co111110n Variance
Eigenvalues

.os

11,92 4.83 2.17
58.17 23.56 10.58
2.62 1.06
.48

h

.os

.os

.07
.12
.18
.13

1.58 20.49
7.69
.35
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Table 6-4. Unrotated Principal Axes Image Factor Matrix for Females
Symptom Subscales
Item No.

Symptom

2.
7.
10.
11.
12.
14,
16.
18.
20.
22.

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

1.
5,
13,
17.
21�

Psychophy.siological Symptoms
Headaches, often
Cold sweats, often
Feel weak all over, yes
Hot all over, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19, Fullness in head, yes
8, Fainting spells, more
than a few times
3.
4.
6,
15.

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness ·of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or soul"' stomach, yes

Percentage of Total Variance
Percent1:Lge of Common Variance
Eigenvalues

Factors

i

I

II

III

IV

.41
.53
.33
.38
.20
,31
.12
,30
,30

.08
-.01
-.11
-.10
-.14
-,16
-.04
-.08
-.08
-.20

.17
.08
-.12
-.07
.09
-.04
-.02
.03
.02
.01

-.14
-.08
.08
-.10

,33
,42
,25
.47

.39

.14
,13
-,05
,11
-.09

-,13
-.12
,09
,04
-.03

-.07
-.09
.09
-,03
,02

,23

.28
.24
.16

-.04
-.01
-.02

-.08
.01

.oo

.11
-.11
-.08

.10
.01
.03

.30
.41
,38
.28

,05
.27
,26
-.04

-.01
.19
-.17
-.02

-.09
.12
,13
-.02

.10
,29
.26
,08

11.67 1,53
78,98 10,36
2,57
.34

.a2
5,55
,18

• 75 14.78
5.11
,17

,40

.os

-.04
-.03
,03
,16
.04

.22
.30
.14
.17
.01
.13
.02
.10
.12
.20
.20
,15
.20

.oa
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percentage of total variance accounted for by the first unrotated
principal axes factors in Tables 6-1 and 6-2 indicates that under a
"weak" model test for unidimensionality the first unrotated component
factor for males accounted for 16.90% of the total variance of the
items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory while the first un
rotated component factor for females accounted for 18.05% of the
total variance of the items.

An

examination of Tables 6-3 and 6-4

indicates that under a "strong" model test for unidimensionality the
first unrotated image factor for males accounted for 11.92% of the
total variance of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
while the first unrotated image factor for females accounted for
11.67% of the total variance of the items.
The conclusion drawn on these results is that the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory, as it was used in the Kalama.zoo County
study for respondents in the age range of twenty to fifty-nine, is
not unidimensional for either males or females under a "strong" or
"weak" model for testing unidimensionality.
Factor analytic results in testing� hypothesis of.! specific
pattern of relationships
The results of factor analytically testing the hypothesis that
a specific pattern of relationships exists among the items in the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory are given Tables 6-5 to 6-12. As
previously indicated, these tables are a result of orthogonally and
obliquely rotating the four primary unrotated factor analysis solu
tions given in Tables 6-1 to 6�4. Each of the rotated factor analysis
.,

..-

�•• \ •

l. ..'J •

"'

,.

'

i ·. • '
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solutions was examined with the objective of classifying the maximum
number of items into the hypothesized Psychological, Psychopbysio
logical, Physiological,

and

Ambiguous symptom groups. The items were

classified into symptom groups on the basis of their largest absolute
factor loadings under the restriction that each of the four factors
in the analyses represented only one of the symptom groups. Each
hypothesized symptom group was represented by the factor on which
the largest number of items in the symptom groups had their largest
absolute factor loadings. Items within the hypothesized symptom
groups that did not have their largest absolute factor loadings on
the factor identified with that symptom group as well as items that
had their largest absolute factor loadings on factors identified
with other symptom groups were considered to be deviations from the
pattern of relationships hypothesized by Crandell and Dohrenwend
(1967).

The results of examining Tables 6-5 through 6-12 for the pattern
of relationships among the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inven
tory
6-13.

and
An

their hypothesized symptom groups are summarized in Table
examination of Table 6-13 indicates that for males only

about ten of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory can be
classified into their hypothesized symptom groups on the basis of
their largest absolute factor loadings. The summarized results for
females in Table 6-13 indicate that only about half of the items:.-in
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory can be classified into their
hypothesized symptom groups on the basis of their largest absolute
factor loadings.

Table 6-5 0

Orthogonally Rotated Varimax Principal Axes Component
Factor Matrix for Males
Factors

Symptom Subscales
Item No.
2.

7.
lo.
11.
12 .
14.
16.
18.
2 0.
22,

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if' anything worthwhile, yes

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13, Feel wea� all over, yes
17, Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes
Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
8, Fainting spells, more
than a few times
3,
4.
6.
15.

Ambiguous Symptoms
Ha�ds tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

II

I

IV

.15
.2s
.23
.16 ( • 71)
.29
.03
-.04
.19
-.06 ( .67)
,11
,09 ( ,29)
-.11
-.07
.09 ( ,33)
.os
-.09 ( .44)
.11
-.01 ( .40)
.18 ( .s8) .20
.06
.40 -.13

( .41)

.24
( .68)
.02
.1a
.is
-.12
.25
-.06

( .44)

( .60) -.01
-.05 ( ,61)
.18
, 27
.18
.04
,06
( .49)
( .69)

,16
-,20

III

(

-.07
,25
( ,41)
( .42)
,26

.17 -,20
.01 ( .22)
,65) ,02

.18

.os

,25
-.09
.16
,16
,17

...os

,03 -,04 ( .65) -,05
.03
.32 ( .77) -.10
-,08
.os
(
.81)
.27
-.01 -.os -.03 ( .61)

11.15 10,44
Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Component Variance 28.55 26,72

9,11

23.34

h2
.31
.66
.so
.46
.14
.15
.22
.24
.41
.37
.40
,44
.34
,22
,34
.57
,11
.47
.43
,70
.74
.38

8.35 39.05

2 1,39

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses.
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Table 6-6. Obliquely Rotated Biquartimin Principal Axes Component
Factor Matrix for Males
Symptom Subscales
.Item No.

Factors

Symptom

2.
1.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Psychologiacl Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

1.
5.
13.
17.
21.

Psychophysiological Symptoms
Headaches, often
Cold sweats, often
Feel weak all over, yes
Hot all over, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

Physiological Symptoms
Appetite,
poor
9.
19. Fullness in head, yes
a. Fainting spells, mo;-e
than a few times
Ambiguous Symptoms
3. Hands tremble, often
4. Shortness of breath, often
6. Heart beating hard, often
15. Acid or sour stomach

I
.37)
-.13
(-.69)
.06
-.15
-.12
.17
-.21
.14
(-.43)

(

II

III

-.13 -.20
-.26 -.12
.08 -.13
.08
-.09
.12 -.07
,09 -.07
.09 (-.46)
.03 (-.38)
-.18 (-. 58)
-.04 -.36

IV
-.18
(-.68)
.05
(-.68)
(-.27)
(-.32)
-.04
-.06
-.1 7
.21

.04
(-.61)
.13
.11 (-.62) -.24
-.21 -.16 (-.38)
-.16 -.03 (-.41)
(-.46) -.03 -.21

-.12
-.04
-.21
..• 13
-.10

.28
(-.20)
-.03

-.lo

(-.71)
-.13
.24

-.14

.oo

(-.66)

-.15
.01

.04 (-.66)
.09
.02
-.30 (-.75) .15
.oo
3
-.01
1
-.24 (-.80)
.
.oa .06 .05 (-.63)
Factor Correlation Matrix

1.00
.11
.19
.22

1.00

.os

.06

1.00
.12

1.00

Largest absolut factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses.
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Table 6-7. Orthogonally Rotated Varimax Principal Axes Component
Factor Matrix for Females
Symptom Subscales
Item No.

Factors

Symptom

2.
7.
10.
11.
1 2.
14.
16.
18.
2 0.
22 .

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

1.
s.
13.
17.
21.

Psychophysiological Symptoms
Headaches, often
Cold sweats, often
Feel weak all over, yes
Hot all over, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

Physiological Symptoms
Appetite,
poor
9.
19. Fullness in head, yes
a. Fainting spells, more
than afew times

I

.30

{ .49)

• 37
.55)
.56)
.52)
.01
.20
.26
( .62)

{
{
{

II

{

.54)
.18
.45
.19
.06 -.04
.21
.11
-.04 -.17
. 23
-.01
-.04 ( .39)
.01
.20
.o5 -.18
.02
.04

IV

h2

.13
( .37)
( .55)
.25

.42
.48
.28
.36
.35
.33
.17
.22
.41
.45

.23
.04
.43
.06
.34 ( .61)
.03
.04
.18
.32

.36
.40
.s2
.20
.37

.02
.26 { .62)
.13 { .57) -.01
.06 ( .36)
.10

.46
.35
• 15

.13 { .53)
-.04 ( .46)
.11
.13
.04 ( .44)
( .43) .23
-.03
.10
.03

III

Ambiguous Symptoms
3. Hands tremble, often
4. Shortness of breath, often
6. Heart beating hard, often
15. Acid or sour stomach, yes

.20 ( .36)
-.09 ( .66)
.03 { .68)
( .26) .19

Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Component Variance

2 7.82

-.09
.08
{ .38)
-.02
.04

.os

.21
-.13
-.32
.04

-.08
,39
,27
,18

9.99 10.83 6.73
30.15 18.87

23.16

.25
.61
.63
.13

8.32 35.91

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses.
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Table 6-8. Obliquely Rotated Biquartimin Principal Axes Component
Factor Matrix for Females
Symptom Subscales
Item No.

Factors

Symptom

I

II

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

-.21 (-.53)
-.os -.40
.33 -.02
-.12 -.is
.09
-.02
.08
.02
,09
.14
( .34) -.02
( .Sl) -.02
.03
.17

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13. Feel weak all over, yes
17. Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

-.06 (-.53)
.oo (-.45)
( .59) -.07
-.04 (-.46)
.23 -.17

2.
7.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
s. Fainting spells, more
than a few times
Ambiguous Symptoms
3. Hands tremble, often
4. Shortness of breath, often
6, Heart beating hard, often
15. Acid or sour stomach, yes

(

IV

III

-.10
-.11

.01
-.04
.22
-.20
(-.41)
-.19
.20
.03

.24
.45)
( .37)
( .54)
( .60)
( ,52)
-.01
.18
.28
( .64)
(

-.17
.01
-.39 -.12
-.34
.06
.02
.oo
-.13 ( .40)

.63) .02 -.28 -.06
-.04 -.01 (-.56)
.os
,09 -.03 (-.37) -.01
-.16 (-.34) -.22
,30 (-.69)
.20
.16 (-.72) .40
.oo
.12 -.16

.15
-.15
-.02
( .24)

Factor Correlation Matrix
1.00
-.20

.oo

.15

1.00
.21
-.24

1.00
-.18

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in paren
theses.
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Table 6-9. Orthogonally Rotated Varimax .Principal Axes Image Factor
Matrix for Males
Symptom Subscales
Item No.
2.

7.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
2 0.
22.

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if any thing worthwhile, yes

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, ·of�en•.1;,,,
s. Cold sweats, often
13, Feel weak all over, yes
17. Hot all over, yes
2 1. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes
Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
8. Fainting spells, more
than a few times

Factors
I
(-.33)
(-.41)
(-.47)
-.18
(-.18)
(-.19)
-.04
(-.22 )
-.02
-.17
-,30
-.06
(-.31)
-.01
-.27

(

(-.54)

(-.19)

.14

(

II

III

IV

h2

,16
,24
.03
.06
-.02
-.02
-.04
.04
,09
.01

,08
.06
.18
-.08
,06

.2 5
.29
.12
.2 1)
.10
.13

.2 0
.31
.27
.09
,OS

(

.oo

,26)
.2 0
.20
.10

.02
,41)
.14
.02
.04

-.2 0
,27
.22
,08

.19
.04
,38)

-.os

.oo

,34)
.04
.26
.31)
.42)

,2 5
,2 4
,23
.11
.2 5
.33
.06
.17

.30)
-.11
-.11
.03

.23
.06
,06
.01

,15
.59
.59
,06

4.56

2 0,49

6.63 6.94 2.36
32.36 33.89 11.so

-.01

(
(

.01
.12
.18
.13

.oo

Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Common Variance

( .72)
( .73)

(

(

.16
.36)
.29)

.07
.07

-.24
-.2 1
(-.24)

-.04

(
(

.os

.oo

.15
.04

Ambiguous Symptoms
3. Hands tremble, often
4. Shortness of breath, often
6. Heart beating hard, often
15. Acid or sour stomach, yes

-.os

(

22.2 6

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses;
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Table 6-10. Obliquely Rotated Biquartimin Principal Axes Image
Factor Matrix for Males

Symptom Subscales
Item No.
2.
7.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

Factors
I
( ,30)
( ,36)
( .SO)

.12
( .18)
( .17)
.08
( .23)

-.os

.12

II

.12
.20

.oo

.03
-.04.
-.04
-.04
.01
.01
.04

III

IV

,04
-.18
.01
-.19
-.02 -.10
-.16 ( .17)
-.01
.oo
.01
-.09
-.04 (-.24)
-.14 -.12
(-.42) -.os
(-.28)
.03

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13. Feel weak all over, yes
1 7. Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes

.20 -.03 -.25 ( .35)
.01 ( ,41) -.04 -.26
.u -.22 -.09
( .29)
.os
-.06 -.01 (-.35)
.18 -.01 (-.38) .18

Physiological Symptoms
Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
8. Fainting spells, more than
a few times

( .21)

9.

3.
4.
6.
15.

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness o( breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

.16
.02
-.21 ( .39)

( .57)

.os -.os

,18 ( • 71)
.is ( .73)
( .27) -.02

.19

-.os
-.09

(-.29)
.08
.06

.01
-.11
.03

.os

-.19
.10
.01
-.01

1.00
.14

1.00

Factor Correlation Matrix
1.00
.18
-.45
.09

1.00
-.17
.10

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses.
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Table 6-11. Orthogonally Rotated Varimax Principal Axes Image
Factor Matrix for Females
Symptom Subscales
Item No.
2.

7.
10.
11.
12 .
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13. Feel weak all over, yes
17. Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes
Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
s. Fainting spells, more
than a few times
3.
4.
6.
15.

Factors

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes

Percentage of Total Variance
Percentage of Conmon Variance

I

II

III

.14
.06
.30
.13
.17
( .30)
.12
.2 5
( .24) -.04
.06
( .27)
.08
,03
.07
( .25)
.11
( .31)
.06
( .39)

(
(

(

.11
.07
,33)
.07
,35)

(
(

.os

(

.11

.18)

(

, .. 18
.05
.03

.24)
.10

.11
.13

.30)
.26)
.10
.12
.17

(

.13
.21
.45)
.10

h2

.30 (-.33)
.26 (-.36)
.oo -.13
.03 (-.30)
.01
-.07
.oo -.22
.01 (-.10)
.11 -.14
.12 -.04
.07 -.21

.22
.30
.14
.17
.07
.13
.02
.10
.12
.2 0

.12
.10
.22
,18)
.12

-.28
-.26
-.16
-.15
-.26

.20
,15
. 20
.08
.23

.06

-.07
(-.22)
(-.15)

.10
.07
.03

.12 (-.23)
.47) -.10
.20 -.lo
.07 -.17

.10
,29
.26
.08

.os
.os

(

IV

5.06 2.80 2.77
'32.36 33.89 11.so

4.14 14.78

22.26

Largest absolute factor loadings for each variable shown in parentheses.
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Table 6-13.

Summary of the Maximum Number of Items in the Four Symptom Subscales of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventorys Based on the Largest Absolute Factor Loadings of the items

Item No.

2.
7.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.
18.
20.
22.

Symptom

Psychological Symptoms
Trouble sleeping, often
Nervous, often
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Restlessness, yes
Memory all right, no
Couldn't get going, yes
Nothing turns out, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhile, yes
Subtotal

Psychophysiological Symptoms
1. Headaches, often
s. Cold sweats, often
13. Feel weak all over, yes
17. Hot all over, yes
21. Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes
Subtotal

-Component Females Image

Males

Symptom Subscales
Component
Varmx

Biqrt

1

1

1
1
1

1
1
1

Image
Varmx Biqrt
l
1
1

1
1
1

1
1

1
1

1

1

4

4

6

1

1

1

"
1•
1'
1
,

2

1•

6

l'

1

1
1

1
1

2

3

2

Varmx Biqrt

Varmx Biqrt

1
1
1
1
1

1

1

1
1

1
1

1

1

1
1
1

1
1

1

5

6

6

6

1
1

1
1

1

1
1
1

1•

1•

1

1

1
2

3

....
....

0

Table 6-13.

Continued
Males

Symptom Subscales
Item No.

Symptom

Physiological Symptoms
9. Appetite, poor
19. Fullness in head, yes
8. Fainting spells, more
than a few times
Subtotal
3.
4.
6.
15.

Females

Component

Image

Component

Image

Varmx Biqrt

Varmx Biqrt

Varmx Biqrt

Varmx Biqrt

1•
1

1•
1

1

1

0

1

1

1

1
1

0

2

2

2

1

0

Ambiguous Symptoms
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Heart beating hard, often
Acid or sour stomach, yes
Subtotals

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1

1
1
1

1
1
1

2

2

2

2

3

3

1
1

1

Totals

9

9

11

10

11

12.

11

10

1

l' indicates an equally appropriate way classify the indicated item into a symptom group. These
classifications, however, must be consistent; that is, if l' symptoms are chosen to represent
Psychophysiological Symptoms, l' symptoms must be chosen to represent the Physiological Symptoms.

1-f
0
N
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The total number of symptom items that can classified in a
hypothesized manner for either males or females changes less than
two items across the four different types of factor analytic pro
cedures used for each sex. Within each hypothesized symptom group
the number of symptoms that can classified in a predicted manner
changes less than two items for either males or females.
The sunnnarized findings in Table 16-13 indicate that when
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is separately;-.analyzed for
males and females approximately half of the items can not be classi
fied into their hypothesized symptom groups on the basis of their
largest absolute factor loadings.
The conclusion,drawn on.these ·findings is that the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory, as it was utilized in the Kalamazoo Coun
ty study for males and females in the age range of twenty to fifty
nine,<ttoes not exhibit or closely approximate the specific pattern
of relationships among the items that has been hypothesized by
Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967) in the form of Psychological, Psy
chophysiological, Physiological, and Ambiguous symptom groups.
Internal consistency of� 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
As a measure of the internal consistency of the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory, coefficient alpha for dichotomous data; Kuder�Rich
ardson Formula 20, was calculated for both males and females accord
ing to the procedures given by Nunnally (19671196).
The coefficient alpha for males was .70 while the coefficient
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for females was .76. These alpha coefficients can be loosely com
pared to a coefficient alpha of .74 for t�e Midtown Manhattan
studi, a coefficient alpha of

.as

for a Washington Heights sample

(Dohrenwend, 1971122), and a coefficient alpha of .75 for the
Hennepin sample (Summers et al., 19711373). Any strict comparisons
between the alpha coefficients for these studies may be misleading
because of slight variations in the questions asked or variations
in the characteristics of the samples.
While the majority of these alpha coefficients are relatively
close to Bohrnstedt's (1970184) reliability standard of

.so,

they

are not in conflict with the finding of this study that the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory lacks unidimensionality. As previously,
indicated, "cODnOn-factor variances and the specific variance in a
test contribute to its internal-consistency reliability, and to its
equivalent-forms reliabilit,.' (Guilford, 19651474); therefore it is
not necessary that a test or inventory be unidimensional to have
high internal consistency.
The conclusion drawn on these findings is that the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory, as it was utilized in the Kalamazoo County
study for males and females in the age range of twenty to fifty-nine,
has an internal conii�teney reliability coefficient slightly below
the

0

80 reliability standard •ugg:Ntllil by Bohrnsted.t (1970184).
1

The coefficient alpha of .74 for Midtown Manhattan study was
calculated by Swmaers et al. (1971) on the basis of information
provided by Langner (1962).
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Item-Total Score Correlations
The uncorrected and corrected item-total score point biserial
correlations for males and females on the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory are given in Table 6-14.
Table 6-14. Uncorrected and Corrected Item-Total Score Point-Bi
serial Correlations for Males and Females
Symptom

Item No.
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.

6.
7.
8.

9.
10.
11 0
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19 0
20.
21.
22.

Uncorrected

Corrected

Hales Females

Males Females

Headaches, often
Trouble sleeping, often
Hands tremble, often
Shortness of breath, often
Cold sweats, often
Heart beating hard, often
Ner:vous, often
Faitnting spells, more
than a few times
ApR(!ti.te, poor
Spirits, low and very low
Worrying type, yes
Feel apart, yes
Feel weak all over, yes
Restlessness, yes
Acid or sour stomach, yes
Memory all right, no
Hot all over, yes
Couldn't get going, yes
Fullness in head, yes
Nothing turns
�
out, yes
Personal worries that get
you down physically, yes
Wonder if anything worthwhi'1e, yes

.39
.48
.24
.34
.28
.33
.64
.06

.46
.47
.33
.40
.36
.39
.63
.21

.30
.39
.19
.28
.24
.29
.54
.02

.30
.38
.28
.34
.31
.32
.53
.16

.39
.46
.43
.35
.45
.38
.32
.19
.32

.32
.38

.38
.38
.47

.33
.49
.46
.38
.21
.35
.45
.34
.39
.57

.33
.39
.25
.20
.37
.20
.18
.09
.21
.33
.23
.27
.37

.26
.32
.36
.21
.41
.33
.28
.12
.23
.31
.22
.29
.47

.48

.54

.33

.42

.so

.so

Ari examination of Table 6-14 indicates that four of the items
for males (it- 3.,
(items 8

and

s,

8, and 16)

and

two of the items for females

16) have uncorrected item-total score correlations
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below the .30 level suggested by Guilford (19651481). An examina
tion of Table 6-14 also indicates that four of the items for males
(items 3,

a,

15, and 16) and two of the item for females (items 8

and 16) have corrected item-total score correlations below the .20
level suggested by Nunnally (19671263). Utilizing just the agree
ment between Guilford's and Nunnally's statistical criteria for
homogeneous items, these findings suggest that three of the items
for males (items 3,

s,

and 16) and two of the items for females

(items 8 and 16) should be deleted if a homogeneous test or inven
tory is constructed from the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory.
The conclusion drawn on these findings is that three of the
items for males and two of the items for females have very little
in common with whatever the other items in the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory measured as a group for respondents in the age
range of twenty to fifty-nine in the Kalamazoo County study.
Summary of Findings and Conclusions
The findings of this study indicate the following conclu
sions concerning the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory as it was
utilized in the Kalamazoo County study for males and females in
the age range of twenty to fifty-nine.
1. The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is not unidimensional
for either males or females in that the first unrotated
principal axes component factors or image factors account
ed for SO% of the total variance of the items.
2; The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory does not empirically
reflect for either males or females a factor analytic
structure of Psychological, Psychophysiological, Physio
logical, and Ambiguous symptoms as suggested by Crandell
and Dohrenwend (1967).
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3. The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory bas alpha coefficients
of .70 for males and .76 for females. These internal reli
ability coefficients are slightly below the .so reliability
standard suggested by Bohrnstedt (1970184).
4 0 The 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is not entirely com
PoSed of statistically homogeneous items for either males
or females in that at least three of the items for males
and two of the items for females have item-total score
correlations less than .20.

CHAPTER VII
LIMITATIONS
Limitations of the Data
As previously indicated in Chapter V, some of the items used
in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory for the Kalamazoo County
study varied somewhat from some of the items in the Midtown Man
hattan study. While the variation in the the items that differed in
these studies appears to be quite minor in most cases, the fact
remains that some of the items were different. Item 18, for exam
ple, was utilized in the Kalamazoo County study without the Mid
town Manhattan phraseJ "I couldn't take care of things" (Langner,
19621271). The percentage of symptom responses for item 18 in this
study was 32.1 for males and 48.S for females while the Midtown
Manhattan percentage of symptom responses was 16.4 (Langner, 19621
271). A plausible explaination for this substantial difference may
be that the item was worded differently in the two studies. The
degree to which the results of this study were affected. by vari
ations in the items used in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
is impossible to assess without further research. While differ
ences in the exact wording of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory exist across several studies, these differences alone do
not necessarily mean that the substantive results of these studies
will vary. The impact of these differences remains an open question
and merely suggests that considerable care should be taken in making
108
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comparisons across studies where the items utilized in the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory vary in wording.
By seperately analyzing 22 Item Mental Health Inventory data
f�om males

and

females in the age range of twenty to fifty-nine,

the results of this study are not capable of being generalized to
the entire Kalama.zoo County population in 1959. It should be re
cognized, however, that this limitation is not a salient limita
tion for the results of this study in that there is nothing readily
apparent about the males or females included in this study that
suggests that they are misrepresentative of other males or females,
twenty to fifty-nine years old, who were in the Kalamazoo County
population in 1959.
Limitations of the Analysis
Since the major proportion of the findings of this study have
been based on factor analytic procedures, the general and specific
limitations of those procedures will be discussed. While Guttman
(1950) has suggested that factor analysis of dichotomous data in any
form is inappropriate, the continuing debate in the factor analysis
literature appears to be over questions of how to factor analyze
dichotomous data not whether or not factor analysis of dichotomous
data is appropriate or inappropriate. To SUIIIDarily dismiss factor
analysis of dichotomous data as inappropriate could have far reach
ing implications for research questions concerning scales, tests,
an.d inventories. This study would be an example. If questions con
cerning the unidimensionality of the items in the 22 Item Mental
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Health Inventory, as dichotomously scored and interpreted can not
be assessed by factor analytic procedures the only other readily
available technique for assessing their unidimensionality would
be Guttman scaling. It should be recognized, however, that the
items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory are probably inappro
priate for Guttman scaling in that a large number of the items
(13 items for males and 10 items for females in this study and
9 items for the Midtown Manhattan study) have

_e

values below the

.lo level (Guttman, 19501289). The logical implications of con
cluding that factor analysis is inappropriate for dichotomous data
could leave social scientists in the tenuous position of having
utilized a a dichotomously scored inventory without any "appro
priate" means to empirically assess its unidimensionality.
This study consistently utilized component factor analysis
and image factor analysis to assess the unidimensionality of the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory. As indicated in Chapter VI, these
two factor analytic procedures demonstrated relatively little
variation, less than 6.5%, in the percentage of total variance
that was accounted for by the first unrotated principal axes fac
tors. The utilization of coDDDOn factor analysis procedures with a
variety of communality estimates for the items 1 gave percentages

1The communality utilized included the largest absolute cor
relation of an item with any other item, the squared multiple cor
relation of an item with all other items, and communality estimates
based on the iterative factor analysis of intial communality esti
mates of unity and/or squaered multiple correlations until the
calculated communalities did not vary from the intial cormnunality
estimates used in that iteration cycle.
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of total variance accounted for by the first unrotated factors
that fell between the corresponding values indicated by the com
ponent and image factor analyses. These secondary results indicate
that the findings in this study concerning the unidimensionality
of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory are not artifacts of the
particular communality estimates or factor analytic procedures
utilized.
The lack of unidimensionality in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory in this study is due to the pattern

and

magnitude of

the inter-item correlations among the item� As indicated in
Chapter IV, the correlation coefficients utilized in this study
were phi correlations. While phi correlations are often limited
in correlational range, it should be emphasized that the limita
tion is imposed as the£ values of the items being correlated

become dissimilar. The limitation is not imposed as a result of
the magnitude of the p values .e!!: !!• The rationale for using

phi correlations rather than other coefficients, such as, phi
over phi max

and

tetrachoric coefficients which would have given

higher coefficients,

as that phi correlations required fewer

underlying assumptions

and

that their use would result in Gramian

matrices.
To test the reasoning behind the decision not to use phi over
phi max and tetrachoric correlations in this study, an attempt was
made to undertake separate principal axes component factor analy&es
of the tetrachoric correlation matrices for males and females. Prob
lems were intially encountered in the calculation of the tetra-

1
choric correlation matrix for males. Of the 231 off-diagonal
tetrachoric correlations, 24 were indicated to be equal to -1.00.
A check of the two by two contingency tables of the items being
correlated revealed that in each case the cojoint symptom subcell
had zero observations, thus specifying a tetrachoric correlation
of -1.00 (see Guilford, 1965:332). A principal axes component
factor analysis of the tetrachoric correlation matrix for males
resulted in the extraction of negative eigenvalues and six of the
items had calculated conmrunalities well over 1.00 when four factors
were extracted.
The tetrachoric correlation matrix for females was calculated
without difficulty. A principal axes component factor analysis of
this matrix did not result in the extraction of negative eigen
values

and

non of the calculated conmrunalities were over 1.00.

Even under this least restrictive set of assumptions for assessing
unidimensionality, the first unrotated principal axes component
factor only accounted for 31.79% of the total variance of the items
in the 22 Item Mental Health InventoryJ still considerable below
what might be expected from a unidimensional scale or inventory.
In this study, the lack of a specified pattern of relation'
ships among the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory, as
1

The tetrachoric correlation matrices were calculated from a
specially prepared computer program. The program calculated the
tetrachoric correlations of the items on the basis of algebric
equations to the eight power. Sam Anema of Western Michigan Univer
sity's Computer Center staff did the programming.
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hypothesized by Crandell and Dohrenwend (1967), was a result of the
absence of strong statistical support for the existence of four
common factors among the items for either males or females. The
sharp braeks in the distribution of the eigenvalues associated
with the four unrotated principal axes image factors given for
males in Table 6-3 and for females in Table 6-4 indicate the likely
presence of two substantively significant common factors for males
and one cominon factor for females. The magnitude of these common
factors is extremely small in that the .two factors for males account
for 16.757. of the total variance of the items and the one factor
for females accounts for 11.67% of the total variance of the items.
Whether or not substantial improvements in the unidimensional
ity,_ internal consistency reliability, and item-total score cor
relations of the items in the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory can
be made for either males or females by deleting those items with
the lowest item-total score correlations remains a future research
question, Utilizing the present sample for an assessment of such
possible improvements would be biased in that the results would
capitalize on the random error already present in the findings of
this study.

CHAPTER VIII
IMPLICATIONS
The implications of this study are clear if one is willing to
make the assumption that mental health and mental illness can be
conceptualized as a single continuum. This is the same assumption
that was utilized in the Midtown Manhattan study of untreated men
tal disorder and was ultimately incorporated into the development
of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory. Essentially, this assump
tion suggests that mental health and mental illness can be opera
tionally defined as varying in degree but not in kind (Srole et al.,
1962:135).
The findings of this study indicate that there is a lack of
isomorphism between the conceptualization of mental health and
mental illness as a single continuum and the operation al defini
tion of mental health and mental illness as a single continuum
when the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is used in empirical
research. In simpler terms, the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
does not empirically measure what it conceptually claims to
measure (Goode and Hatt, 1952:237).
Empirical research findings supporting the contention that the
22 Item Mental Health Inventory is multidimensional rather than
unidimensional is rapidly accumulating. Engelsmann et al. (1971)
have reported finding three factors in two separate factor analyses
of 22 Item Mental Health Inventory data collected from respondents
114
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in Montreal, Canada. On the basis of their factor analyses and
other research findings, they concluded that "such check-lists
(22 Item Mental Health Inventory) should not be employed as the
main tool for estimating the comparative mental health or stress
situation of a population until further research is done on the
subject" (Engelsmann et al., 1971:16).
Dohrenwend (1971s20) has indicated that Guttman scale analy
ses and factor analyses of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
data collected from Washington Heights respondents has "generally
failed to yield clinically meaningful subscales from the 22
symptom.s." Other than two sets of item.s which suggest depression
and heart trouble, the factor analyses derived from the Washing
ton Heights data "appeared to clinical and empirical chaos"
(Dohrenwend, 1971s23). Dohrenwend (1971:23) has suggested that
the "methodological flaws are just too :;erious to permit further
uncritical use of these item.s in research on substantive issues
- be they basic or applied."
If other modes of analysis are utilized to examine the 22 Item
Mental Health Inv�ntory, the general contention that the Inventory
even lacks an isomorphic relationship to clinical evaluations of
psychiatric impairment is supported. A contingency table analysis
of 22 Item Mental Health Inventory scores for Washington Heights
respondents has indicated that 51% of the respondents with total
scores of four or more symptom.s were not rated as being impaired
by psychiatrists (Dohrenwend, 197lsl3). A similar analysis of
total scores on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory and psychia�
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trists• evaluations of the Midtown Manhattan respondents has in
dicated that 45% of the respondents with four or more symptoms
were nor rated as being impaired (Dohrenwend,

1 971).

If the

higher cutting point of seven or more symptoms is utilized in
similar analyses, the results would indicate that 57% of the re
spodents who,were,rated as psychiatrically impaired in the
Washington Heights study would not have seven or more symptoms
(see Dohrenwend, 1971:13). A similar analysis for the Midtown
Manhattan data would indicate a corresponding figure of 60% (see
Langner,

1 962:275).

These findings indicate that there is very

little co�espondence between total scores on the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory and clinical evaluations of psyc�iatric impair
ment, regardless of where the cutting points are drawn.
The consistent pattern of differences between total scores
for males and females on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
across a wide variety of samples1 also questions the substantive
utility of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory as an indicator of
a single continuum of mental health and mental illness. The sub
stantive implications of these consistent differences becomes
readily apparent within the context of the Midtown Manhattan study.
1

An examination of the previous literature given in Chapter I
indicates that there is only one reported res.earch finding -where
males have had a higher mean score, higher percentage of four or
more symptoms, or a higher percentage of seven or more symptoms
than females on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory. That finding
concerns the receiving ward patients sampled by Manis et al. (1 963:112). While the statistical significance of many of these dif
ferences can not be calculated because of unreported data, their
overall pattern is quite clear; females score higher.
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While the Midtown researchers found no statistically significant
differences between the mental health distributions of males and
females (Srole et al., 1962:175), the utilization of the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory for the same respondents indicated that
females had a higher mean score than males (Langner, 1965:379).

1

This finding is logically inconsistent with the assumption that
the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory has an isomorphic relation
ship to clinical evaluations of respondents•�ps¥chiatric impairment.
While mean scores on the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory
have been used to compare the mental health of various "known"
groups (see Langner, 1962; Manis et al., 1963), Moses et al. (1971) have contended that such comparisons have little substantive
meaning when the standard deviation of scores within each of the
"known" groups exceeds the difference between the mean scores of
the "known" groups. Such comparisons, regardless of their inter
pretation, make the general asswnption that mental health and
mental illness as measured by the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory is a continuious and unidimensional phenomenon (Summers et al,,
1971:375); an assumption that this study was unable to empirically
support.
While it possible to make several other methodological
1
rhe statistical significance of the difference between the
mean scores for males (2.38) and females (3.11) can not be cal
culated since the standard deviations of the scores are not given
by Langner (1965). It is likely, however, that the difference is
statistically significant given the large sample sizes of 671
males and 922 females.
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critiques of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory, such critiques
draw attention away from the conceptualization of mental health
and mental illness as a single continuum. Theoretical considera
tions suggest that this conceptualization of mental health and
mental illness may be highly problematic and that attempts to
operationally define and measure such a continuum may be illusion
ary (Gardner, 1968:4).
The conceptualization of mental health and mental illness
as unidimensional by social psychiatrists may have far reaching
consequences in the study and treatment of mental disorder. This
conceptualization has commonly led to neglect of specific diag
nostic categories of mental illness; a situation that Pasamanick
(19631398) has viewed as "nonrational and nonscientific." In a
more pragmatic vein, Bremer (1965) has questioned the empirical
findings of Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1965) concerning the re
lationships between over-all morbidity rates of mental disorder
and various social factors on the basis that different types of
mental disorder may have systematically different relationships
with various social factors. Dohrenwend and Dohrenwend (1967),
in reanalysis of their 1965 findings, found that distinct forms
of relationships were present in their data when they controlled
for qualitatively different types of mental illness. The fact that
these relationships were not evident when global rates of mental
illness were examined questions the utility of conceptualizing
all types as mental disorder as qualitatively similar in empirical
research.
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The conceptualization of mental health and mental illness as
similar phenomenon and the resulting confusion of specific noso
logical categories of mental disorder has made it extremely
difficult for therapists and researchers to conceptually distin
guish the mentally ill from the mentally well. In the absence of
clear conceptual distinctions between the mentally ill and the
mentally well, therapists may resolve the question of who is
well and who is ill by avoiding the decision and treating
all individuals who come for treatment (Lapouse, 1965:140).
This contention is conceptually consistent with Scheff's (1966:
109-117) perspective on implicit rules for treatment within the
medical model of mental illness, Dunham's (19651-297,) contention
of a widening definition of mental disorder and the use of very
inclusive definitions of mental illness in field studies of un
treated mental disorder (Manis et al., 1964189).
A major consequence of conceptualizing mental health and mental
illness as similar phenomenon is that the differences between
them frequently become issues of professional clinical judgment
rather than theoretically grounded issues that can be empirically
tested. The assumed c9rrespodence between the conceptualization
of mental health and mental illness a single continuum and its
operation definition by various rating scales and symptom inven
tories has remained a tenuous premise in most field studies of un
treated mental disorder. Researchers that have utilized the 22 Item
Mental Health Inventory in empirical research have not given an
underlying theory that explicates why the items in the Inventory
. .'

t '- , ,,. . .' ". '·
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should be indicative of mental health or mental illness. The
question of why "fainting more than a few times" (Langner, 1962)
or symptom responses to the items in the 22 Item Mental Health
Inventory are any more indicative of mental illness than having
"piles" (Friedenberg, 19621546) as not been conceptually indicated.
The derivation of the 22 Item Mental Health Inventory was largely
statistical in nature and the Inventory has remained atheoretical.
While symptom check-lists have the advantage of being administra�
tively effecient, they are extremely limited in the further de
velopment and refinement of theories of mental illness if they
are not grounded to some explicated conceptualization of mental
disorder (Gurin et al., 19601175).
Professional clinical evaluation has often been the under
lying rationale that links the conceptualization of mental health
and mental illness as a single continuum with its operational
definition in symptom inventories. This author holds the opinion
that professional clinical judgment, by itself, is not an adequate
substitute for an explicated conceptualization of mental disorder,
especially when some parts of clinical judgment are not within
clinicians• awareness (Srole et al., 1962163). Blum (1962:259) has
contended that while professional clinical evaluation is by con
vention the currently accepted criterion of mental illness, its
scientific validity is highly questionable on the basis of its low
reliability. The acceptance of clinical judgment as the ultimate
criterion of mental illness in the absence of adequate scientific
evidence supporting its validity may reflect an underlying ideology
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concerning the manner in which the "'facts• of mental disorder"
are perceived and investigated (Schatzman and Strauss, 196613).
This author is somewhat surprised that the conceptualizations
and findings of the Midtown Manhattan study concerning the pre
valence of untreated mental disorder have largely been accepted
although their validity ultimately rests on the combined clinical
judgments of just two psychiatrists who represented less than 1%
of all the psychiatrists practicing in New York City (Srole et al.,
1962:153). How these two psychiatrists were chosen to represent a
population of psychiatrists• clinical judgments appears to have
remained as an additional question in the sociology of knowledge
concerning comnnmity mental health research (see Manis, 1968).
This author is somewhat astounded that the 22 Item Mental
Health Inventory which was incorrectly constructed (Dohrenwend,
1971121), initially reported without any controls for sex, race,
or socioeconomic status or any measure of reliability (see Langner,
1962) could be so widely and uncritically used in epidemiological
studies of the prevalence of untreated mental disorder. When the
"conceptualization of mental health is represented in a most con
fusing manner" and when the "acknowledged experts disagree on what
is to be measured" (Sells, 1968:vi), it would appear that scientific
skepticism should be the norm when survey questionnaire instruments
are utilized as indicators of mental disorder.
When "there is no general agreement among experts on what con
stitutes mental health or mental illness" (Gurin et al., 1960:x), it
would appear that reconceptualization and specification of mental
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health and mental illness should be a primary goal of mental
health research. Until the "facts" of mental health and mental
illness are fundamentally reconceptualized within the purview of
broader

and

empirically testable sociological theory, it appears

that these "facts" will ultimately be viewed from the narrow per
spective of professional clinical judgment and sociologists will
likely maintain an ancillary role of technically competent con
cerned citizens in the ongoing ideology and social movement of
mental health.
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